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Readers of the MONTHLY will not forget that the annual 
meeting of the Planters will he held in this city on Monday, 
the 2Sth iust., when it is hoped that everyone interested in 
sugar, rice, stock, immigration and agriculture generally wiU 
bf present. The meeting will be in the Chamber of Commerce 
HaJl, Campbell's Block, where it has been held of late years. 

---0---
We have received from Mr. Dillingham a copy, in pamphlet 

form, of the Report of Messrs. Sehuyler and Allardt, civil en
gineers, on the subject of an increased supply of water for irri
ga.tion on Oahu, accompanied with n lithograph map illustrat
ing the report. It is the opinion of these gentlemen, that by 
the erection of reservoirs and sinking of artesian wells, from 
10,000 to 20.000 acres of new land can be brought under culti
vation for cane, bananas, etc., within t"\, radius of ten miles 
around Ewa or Pearl River Lochs. If this be so, with the 
requisite capital and energy, cane and banana planting on a 
large scale will eventually be engaged in,. to the profit of the 
planters and that of the Railway enterprise, which we confi
dently hope will be <t success. 

---0---

VALUE OF THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY. 

A gentleman, engaged as a sugar boiler, spettking of the inter
est which he took in the PLANTERS' MONTHLY, remarked that 
from almost every number he glLtherec1 some valuable info1'n1a
tion from its pages. 'l'hough there are no formulated rules to 
guide a sugar boiler, who has to rely on his own judgment in a 
great many things, yet a hint obtained from rea.ding the ex
perience of others Ims otten proved very valuable. He in
::;tanced one such which led him to follow up the idea caught 
from the article referred to and the result was a very great im
provement ill the qnality and quantity of his sugar, to say 
nothing of his reputation as a sugar boiler. 
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A gentleman, engaged in horticulture in this city assures us 
that he has been able to secure a second crop of grapes this 
year, from a suggestion thrown out in an article which he found 
in this periodical, that led him to try an experiment, which 
has resulted in his obtaining as sweet and handsome grapes in· 
October as he got in June., This may seem a very trifling mat
ter, but it may result in doubling his income from his vineyard, 
and consequently his profits for the year .. In each of these 
instances, the cost of the MONTHLY wa::; but a tithe of its ben
efit to these men. 

-,---u---
TVITH oun READERS. 

- The continuation of Mr. George Dureau's description of the 
process of beet sugar making, in connection with the Paris Ex
hibit of sugars, is an instructive article to all interested in the 
manufacture of sugar. It shows a most wonderful and rapid 
growth in the art ot extracting sugar from beets. 

Tho article following it, (page 439) by Mr. Cage, that of Dr. 
Crampton, page 446, and Diffusion in Demerara, page 463, per
tain to the same subject as regards cane sugar, and bring out 
many points worth knowing and remembering by those en
gaged in sugar boiling. 

A full and valuable official statement reg11rding insecticides, 
published by the California 8tate Board of Horticulture, will 
be found 011 page 443. Some of these regulations may prove 
of value in these islands, and the whole article contains in
formation which is often difficult to procure when wanted. 

Little is known here of the resources and products of Ceylon, 
a country very similar in its agricultural capabilities to these, 
islands. Caine's narrative of what he saw there in 1887-8, is a 
story that will entertain and instruct every reader ot the 
PLANTER. It shows how Ceylon has recovel:ed from the de
pression caused by the coffee blig-ht, and the almost total 
destruction of its coffee crop, which has been repla~ed with 
tea. The story is full of minute details which will interest ag
riculturists generally. What is said about liquor and intem
perance.in -that island is also noteworthy. 

We have several times (',alled attention to the advantages of 
having cane weighed as it is delivered at the mill fOT grindin IT• 

But nowhere have we seen this subject so thoroughly discussed, 
and the necessity of its being adopted by every planter as in 
the article on page 461, copied from the Louisiana Planter. 
We trust that next season every mill will be provided with 
scales to weigh the cane it grinds . 
. A writer in the Country Gentleman, on page 468, very eleverly 
tells some things that every farmer or planter ought to know. 
Many a plantation or ranch manager will recall incidents in 
corroboration of his statement, and the value of knowing how 
to handle a plow, drive a span of baulky horses or a yoke of 
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oxen, when a green sailor or city chap has been shipped on the 
farm to do work he knows little 01' nothing about. 

Readers will find this October number interesting and in
st.ructive from the first page to the last. 

---0---
DIFFUSION VB. MACERATION. 

SPREOKELSVILLE, MAUl, H. I., Oct. 11th, 1889. 
EDITOR PLANTERS' MONTHLY: 

Sir:-In the September issue Mr. Williams has given us a 
very interesting account of the diffusion work at Kealia. The 
figures furnished are full, and no dOll bt as nearly accurate as 
possible. I propose to take his figures and handle them in the 
same manner that we do in mill worl\. 

On page 423 we find they had 77.628,950 pounds of' cane. It 
had ten pel' cent fibre, so we deduct the weight of fibre, and 
this gives us the weight of total juice as 69,866,055 pounds, 
The juice, by Mr. 'Williams' account, contained 17.8 per cent 
sucrose, which would give (1, total of 12,436,157 pounds sucl'ose 
in the above given cane. They obtained 10,573,675 pounds of 
this sncrose, hence the loss was 1,862,482 pounds, or in other 
words fifteen pel' cent. 

In our best mills when maceration is carried on with a dilu
tion of twenty-five per cent additional water, the margin of 
difference between such work and diffusion does not exceed f.;ix 
per cent in f1-"\,vor of' diffusion, (8ee iormer "Monthlies," when 
Waiakea received 289 pouuds of Rugal' per ton of (\ane,) by 
twenty-five per cent additional water in maceration. 

In Kealia the dilution. vve see, was thirty pel' cent additional 
water with an increase of six per cent sugar. 

The whole question of diffusion versus maceration, will event
ually come down to the one consideration, fuel; for generally 

, speaking we all lose in our boiling-houses, whether we use 
diffusion or maceration, about ten per cent, and it is only in 
the process of extracting the sugar from the cane as <"\, juice, 
that c1iffu8ion exceeds crushing, and this becomes more evident 
by the work at Kealia, where six pel' cent additional sugar was 
obtained with a large outla.y on extra fuel. 

In conclusion, the Kealia work exceeds our best maceration 
by six pel' cent, while it is shown five per cent more water was 
required to do this, than has yet been recorded by our best 
maceration. N ow we are all told we can have maceration up to 
this point, i. e.'within six pel' eent of diffusion results, without 
any other fuel besides the bagasse. The question therefore is 
simply this: Will six per cent. additional sugar pay the extra 
fuel, not to mention the cost of making the change from mill to 
diffusion battery, while we have PElrlmps an equal chance of 
obtaining by <"\, greater dilution in maceration, the little at 
present in favor of diffusion. H. M. ' 
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THE VALUE OF EXPERIENCE AND PRACTICE IN 
SUGAR MILLS. 

EDITOR PLANTERS' MONTHLY: 

Dear Sir:-In all the affairs of life experience 'is now gener
ally recognized as of great value, and by many persons it is 
considered of such paramount importance that no position of 
any consequence can be secured without it. '1'he time required 
to gain this knowledge is generally admitted to be longer and 
somewhat in proportion to the importctnce and magnitude of 
the position; indeed, so far is this earried, in. some of the most 
powerful and prosperous nations, that it is thought necessary 
that one should not only learn all that is possi ble to do in other 
W~LyS, but must serve in active service at least twenty years 

. before he can hope to secure the highest office in his line of 
business. 'fhis knowledge, however, is not only appreciated 
by nations, but by all persons of eminence, by organizers of 
great enterprises and industries. It is also considered of mcal
culable value in business, in the professions and arts, and in all 
the trades and industries of the world . 

. The knowledge derived from experience which is universally 
admitted to be ot such great importance in all other affairs, is 
undoubtedly of much more in the sugarcane industry and par
ticularly in sugar mill, because there is no business or industry 
in the world where so mueh waste is possible; nor has any 
other business ever been carried to sllccess where so much 
waste has been permitted. Most of this waste, it must be ad
mitted, was unavoidable, or at least thought to be so at the 
time, but from our present standpoint of experience and prae
tice, we are inclined to think that in mo:::;t instances better re
sults could have been secured. 

One thing in regard to this matter is certain and cannot be 
disputed, ~Lnd that is, it ,,,ill always be greater as the men in 
charge are poorer, and it will be less in proportion as these 
men advance in knowledge, experience anll practice. 

'1'he importance of getting good, experienced and perfeetly 
reliable men to put in charge of sugar-houses, can be better 
appreeiated when we consider the vast amollnt of property 
they have under their control. Here there are crops of sugar
cane ranging in value all the way fr0111 $100,000 to $500,000, 
and without any certain means of proving how much may he 
lost by negligence 01' inexperience, and sugar mills valued at 
from $100,000 to $200,000 which often represent the entire for
tune of the owners. 

The Louisiana Planter of August 24th, 1889, commenting on 
this matter says: ;, '1'he responsibility of sugar-house engi
neers is immense. Men practically put their fortune at stake 
on tho judgment and skill of single indiviLluals ;" and further 
states .that "a single mishap in our Louisi<111a sugar-house~ 
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has time and again cost, directly and indirectly a sum equal to 
the wages for twenty yeal'S of the engineer in charge." 

No sllch costly accident has at any time occurred here. Ac
cidents have, however, been costly enough to show the impor
tance of ~etting rnenwho .will avoid them, or at least do every
thing WhICh human skill can do to prevent them. . 

Very few persons have any idea of the numberless qualifica
tions needed by engineers, nor have they any conception of 
the magnitude of his responsibility. It is nevertheless a posi
tion which if properly filled, reflects as mnch credit upon the 
occupant as does any position in the land. . 

To fill this position creditably, one must know something ot 
quite a number of the trades, and something of the sciences, 
aud a great yariety of general knowledge besides. He must 
also have good understanding, good j lldgment and great ex-. 
pel'ience and practice as a sugar-house engineer, and above all 
he must be sober, earnest, consr.ientious and energetic, ready 
and willing at any time, day or night, to do anytbing in any 
place that will improve or benefit, or expedite the mill work 
in any \-vay. To accomplish this he must not only know the 
trade of a machinist and engineer, but must know how to~ 
study out everything pel'taining to the manufacture of sugar: 
He must know also how to arrange everything about the mill 
so as to get the best results from them, and above all things he 
must use his utmost endeuvOl's to get the highest possible ex
traction from the cane. for this is a point which, if neglected, 
'''I'ill entail more loss than it is possible tor anyone to conceive. 
To get the best or highest extraction that it is possible by 
roller pressure, is by no means an easy thing to do, and unless 
the engineer has skill and good jUdgment, and a, cocsiderable 
amount of experience it is impossible and useless to expect it. 

The setting of a three-roller mill looks to many ~L very sim
ple matter, but is in reality a very dittic111t thing to do, and 
moreover, is attende'l with the greatest cla,nger if allY thing is 
in the least imperieetly or improperly arranged. The e)~gi

neer, whon he tries to get the mill in such a position as experi
ellce has taug-ht him will give the best results, otten finds 
difficulties and perplexities, but if he has expericllce a,nd is in 
ea,rnest he will never rest until he finds the 111111 doing all that 
it is possible to do by this menns of expression; and even when 
he has got the mill down to the finest point, it requires un
cea,sing watchfulness and the strictest attention. 

But It is not only necessary to get high extraction; one must 
exercise his greatest skill, his best judgment, and his utmost 
endeavors to keep the machinery saJe and sound, a,ncl in good 
lUnning order, for accidents axe, of all tl~ings to be avoided, 
for they are not only annoying, but often most terrible and 
disastrous as well. It is also important to get the best results 
from the fuel and steam, and in fact to do everything tbol.'-
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oughly, and see that a large amount of 'work is done at small 
expense. Also, to arrange everything in the hoiling-house so 
that the sugar boiler can get the best results from his juice 
and get everything in snch good order that the work can be ex.; 
peditiously done, and with little steam and a small number of 
men. A great deal of thought has been given to this matter 
by engineers. and many of them have succeeded in effecting a 
great deal of good, both in enabling the sugar boiler to obtain 
higher polarization, more sugar and using less steam.: 

SUGAR BOILING. 

If it is important to huve a good engineer, it is none the less 
necessary to get an experienced and eompetent sugar boiler. 
A good sugar boiler is worth his weight in gold, while a poor 
one is not worth his weig;.ht in No. 4 molasses~ and if it were 
actually known the amount the one ga.ins or the other 10sAs, 
there would be a genuine surprise for a great many people. 
Experience tells in sugar boiling, us in everything else; tells 
wonderfully, amazingly, in fact there is nothing that has ever 
come under my observation, which, when bn,cked by intelli
gence and attention, has ever given such astonishing resnlts. 
::::lugar boilers have been known to work in sugar-hollsesand 
have given nothing but trouble and dissatisfaction. rrhey have 
left, and after years of experience in other mills, have gone 
back again and there are very few persons that could credit 
the difference seen in their work. They, now seAm to do their 
work in half the time it formerly took, and do it with <1,P
parently about half the steam, and better still, get more sugar 
and higher polarization. 

Sugar boiling. although perhaps not requiring so much skill 
as engineering, is nevertheless attended with many difficulties 
and perplexities. It is not all plain sailing. Bad wind will 
come in the shape of poor cane, and sugar boilers will some
times get blamed for what ought in reality to come home to 
the planter; but this is not otten the ease, for most of them 
are too wide awake to be caught napping in that direction. It 
is too disastrous and troublesome, besides causing too much 
d~a~ -

Sugar boilers do not get stucle on sticky molasses so much as 
formerly, even on ordinary cane; they have, or at least a great 
many of them have learned how to avoid that, but there is 
nothing known so far which will enable any of them to suc
cessfully grapple with really poor, sour, or unripe cane, and 
probably nature never intended that they should. 

Sugar boiling is usually done in most mills in the simplest 
possible man.ner, and yet good results generally are the rule. 
There are vel'y few that even attempt to make a ehemical 
analysis of the juice or in any way seek any aid from the 
l~nowledge of chemist.rY, ~nde~d qUlte a,~ll1fpbel' of l?ell who 
have be81l ~ducated IP tlns sc~ep.ce have pl.·oved faIlures as 
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sugar boilers. This, however, does not prove that there is no 
gain derived by the aid otehemistry; but it is a fact that most 
of our successful sugar boilers know nothing about it. ,They 
depend almost wholly upon their own individual knowledge, 
and from the guides, proofs and tests of their own experience 
and practice.·· Many of them have succeededjn· getting such a 
mastery over their work that they rarely find any difficulty in 
anything, and can tell to a certainty just how much lime is 
needed tor the various kinds of juice, as well as the proper treat
ment of it in every stage of its progress from the time it enters 
the mill as juice until it leaves it as sugar_ Such a degree of 
proficiency is what is needed, and when backed by intelligence, 
watchfulness and perseverellce, will always be found to give 
good results and a high percentage of sugar from the cane.' 

. . INVESTIGATOR. 
---0--·-

OWNERSHlP OF HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTATlONS. 

'fhe table on the next page has been prepared with'much labor, 
to exhibit the ownership of sugar planting interests in Hawaii. 
It will be found as complete and accurate as it is possible to 
make such a statement. Four sugar estates incorporated in 
California,-the Hawaiian Commercial and 8ugar Co., Hana 
Sugar Co., Hutchinson Sugar Co. and Hakalau Sugar Co.-have 
capitals out of proportion to the remaining sugar plantations 
and to the corporate values of this country, and may he valued 
too high; while a large number of the remaining estates are 
valued too low. Taken altogether, thirty millions may fairly 
represent the money value of the sugar interests of the country. 

Hegarding the nationality, it ought to be stated that the 
present owne1'S are dassed as their fathers were, whether 
American, British, Germn,n, etc., and this seems to be the only 
mle which can equitably be adopted. The treaty was made 
to benefit American and Hawaiian interests alike, and calling 
these the same, the joint interest of the two nationalities 
amounts to $22,725,200, or 1110re than three-tourths of the 
whole. 

'fhe following is a statement of the amount of the caue and 
sugar interest in Hawaii credited to each nationality. 

American .................................................... $22,537,210 
British ..................................................... '" 4,890,830· 
Gerrnun......... ... .................. ....• ...... .............• 1,756,300 
Native IIawaiian...... ........ ................ .......... 226,350 

. Chiilese.................................... ................... 206,400 
NOl'wegian ......... .............. ....................•..... 40,000 
Portuguese.......... ...... ...... ....... .... ............. ...... 37,500 
Chilitlll................... ................ .......... ........... 6,400 

Total .................................................. $20,800,990 
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HA'WAUAN SUGAR CORPORATIONS. 
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CORRESPONDENCE AND SELECTIONS. 

"VISIT TO THE SUGAR EXHIBIT AT THE PARIS 
EXPOSITION. 

BY MR. GEORGE DUREAU. 

[Copied from the Sugar Bowl and Farm Journal.] 
(Continued f1'om page 413.) 

EXTRACTION OF BEET SUGAR JUICE. 

The apparatus usually employed are known under the name 
of diffusion batteries. The process employed in France until 
about 1884 was altogether different. They employed wrasping 
machines and hydraulic or 00ntinuous presses. The beet 
wrasped as fine as possible, was placed in woolen bags, which 
were piled and subjected to a strong pressure. With the con
tinuous presses the bags w~re thl:own aside 1;1nd th~ wraspings 
were pressed between turnmg cylmders prOVIded wIth filtering 
linen, which sepal·ated the juice and expelled the pUlp. It was 
an improvement on the hyc1nwlic presses. Diffusion depends 
upon t"Ln entirely different principle-the methodical exhaus
tion by water, under heat action, of the beets cut in thin lay
ers. You can see in the machine gallery types of root cutters 
and difI"usors. 

Diffusion enables an economy of labor, simplifies the work 
gives a juice of better qmtlity, and procures a more cOll1plet~ 
extraction, which has a great importance under the actm1l 
fiscal 1·egime. Thus, for t1 work of 200,000 kg. of beet per 
twenty-four hours, the loss of sugar with the hydraulic presses, 
at a rate of 1.50 per cent, Vlras 3,000 kg. of sugar, "while with 
diffusion there is but 0.20 per cent of sugar lost, or 400 kg., a 
gain of 2,GOO kg. of sugar for twenty-four hours. 

JUICE CLARIFICATION. 

The most universal process is the one of carbonization. In 
Frn,nce is employed double cn,l'bonization. This process con
sists in treating the diffusion juice with a milk of lime, to heat 
to precipita,te the lime by carbonic acid, and to repeat thi~ 
treatment on the filtered juice. The lime and the carbonic 
gas are furnished by a ]jme furnace heated with coke. The 
gas is t~Lken in by a pump, washed and repellecl in the limed 
juice. 'fhe clarification eliminates about thirty to forty per 
Gent of juice impurities. Recently magnesia has been advo
cated as a e1arifying agent, and a company exhibits the results 
given by this process, which, it is said, eliminates well the or
ganic 1l1.att81:. In Gernml1Y: an~l Austria they saturate often by 
sulphUrIC aCId. a.fter carbolllzatlOl1. . 
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BONE BLAOK. 

Formerly the juices clarified by lime and carbonic acid were 
always filtered. in bone black, obtained by the calcination of 
bones in closed vases, proposed in 1811 by Figuier, who had 
studied its decolorizing properties. It is a valuable auxiliary 
in sugar tactories and refineries. It decolorizes the sweet juice 
and retains certain salts, but its use has been reduced in beet 
sugar factories since the adoption of the improved earboniza
tion process, and experience has proved that very nice white 
sugars could be made (you can see some very remarkable sugar 
in class seventy-two) with a good yield, without the aid of bone 
black; hence it has been generally suppressed. 
. rrhe bone black has been replaced either by filtration on 
river sand, or by filtration with filter presses or mechanical fil
tm's, apparatus of which the Exposition contains very perfected 
specimens. These apparatus have, under a small volume a 
large capacity, are easy to clean, causing a saving of labor, 
also a reduction or the suppression of sugaJ' losses. 

'l'REATMENT OF THE SOUMS OF DEFEOATION. 

The purified juiees by lime and ca.rbonic acid give a muddy 
residue, known under the name of scums of clefeen,tion. rrhese 
scums, which conta,iu precipitated lime in il cil,rbonated state, 
and a large part of the orgm1ic and mineral impurities of the 
dark juice, also of a certain quantity of sugar, must be separ
ated from the clear juice. To this end the turbid juice is left 
to setUe in decanters, then the cle,),!' liquid is decanted to be 
sent aJterwards to the bone black or mechanical filters; the 
muddy residue, the scums, are treated separately, by means of 
filter presses, a.n apparatus w hich sep~tl'ates the sweet juice re
maining in the scums, and delivers the scum c<)'kes, rich in fer
tilizing matters, which are employed in agrieulture. rrhe tur
bid juices can be treated in another manner: A special pump 
draws and repels them afterwards in a filter-press hll,ttery. 
Decantation is suppressed, the clear juice is sent to the bone 
black filters or to the mechanical tUters, to be afterwa,rds 
evaporated. 

In all cases, the filter-presses are used to form the scums' 
cakes. rrhese fnter-presses, of which you notice different 
models in the machinerv gallery, have been the object of nu
merous improvements. They are constwcted to-day in such a 
way that they allow considerable reduction or suppression of 
tbe loss of sugar, formerly very noticeable, which was ta.king 
place in the cakes. rrhe sweet juices are displaced by mea:ns 
of a water current. rrhe juice resulting is treated with ol'di~ 
nary clear juice or is used to extinguish the lime. 

The large model filter-presses with absolute washing, the 
automatic scums pumps realizes a large progress on the former 
ordinary filter-press and upon the old 1Ilont('jus. Formerly, 

---------------
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until 1884, the scums were not washed. Ten per cent of toU1'
teaux was made to tour per cent of sugar, thus O. Ii. 400 gr. 
loss, or for 200,000 kg. of beets 800 kg. of sugar loss per day. 
With filter-presses at absolute exhaustion, this loss is nearly 
totally suppressed. 

EVAPORATION OF THE JUIOES 

'fhe clarified sweet juices, by the treatment of' carbonate of 
lime and by filtration, are sent to be evaporated. 'fhis opera
tion is to reduce the juices in syrup (18 deg. to 25 deg. B.) For 
this object is used evaporating apparatus in vacuo, at multiple 
effect, double, triple, quadruple and even quintuple. rfhese 
apparatus are based upon the tendency of the sweet liquids to 
boil in vacuo at a less temperature than 100 deg. They are 
by means of the escape of vapors of the machines; sometimes 
reSOUl'ce is had to a small quantity of steam. 'fhe double effect 
was greatly used in Germany ~Ll1d Austria. During the last 
few years triple effects have been erected, which are well 
spread in France since 1865. New processes have been in
stalled, called heatings .. at. multiple effects, which consist in 
heating the different stations-diffusion, carbonatation, re
hen,tel's, strikes, etc.-with the juice vapors taken from the 
triple or quadruple eff'ect, instead of the direct steam taken 
from the boilers. You can see in the machine gallery, French 
section, well improved triple effect evaporating apparatus, and 
in the Belgium section the quadruple effect reduction with 
heating at multiple effect. (See N. Rillieux a.nd P. Uorsin
Deon, biographers, in Sugar Bowl of October S, November 5, 
1887, and April 2S, lSSS.-ED.) 

If the expenses of both fuel and steam in sugar factories be 
established, it will be remarked that the evaporation and cook
ing of the juices are the operations costing the most, but it is 
also seen that this expense can largely be reduced by the mul
tiple employment ot steam. 

If the steam expense he established for 100 k. of beets, with 
the different systems of evaporation and of heating, it will be 
seen that, with a double effect, is spent a total of 2S0 k. of coal 
per ton of beets operated, the expense will only be 232 k. with 
the triple effect, 203 k. with the quadruple effect, 177 k. with 
the quintuple effect, and 183 k. with the triple effect combined 
with multiple heating effects. . 
. 'fhe fuel saving fumished by the new processes represents as 
much and more than 30,000 franes for a sugar factory operat
ing 20,000 k. of beets, 

COOKING OF THE SYRUPS. 

The filterecl syrup is cooked in apparatus called strike pans 
in vacuo formerly heated by direct steam, and actually (Ger
many, Austria,) by mea,ns of the· juice vapors or the returned 
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vapors of the machines.- Here again there has been great pro
gress realized. You will see in the exposition of the machines 
very perfect evaporating apparatus in vacuo. 'fhe vacuum 
cooking permits the transformation of the syrup in a crystal
ized mass (11'tassecuite) , composed of sugar crystals and of syrup 
containing sugar in dissolution, also the salts and organic mat
ters which have escaped filtration. The quality of the masse
Guite is superior to the massecuite. obtained by the former pro,. 
cesses. They are less colored, purer and yield more sugar. 

TREATMENT OF THE MASSECUITE. 

The massecuite was formerly diluted wifh syrup, placed in 
small bclgs, carried by two men and poured in ,the turbines or 
centrifugal apparatus, destined to sepamte the adherent syrup 
crystals. This operation has been improved, and mixers are 
now employed, also massecuite distributors, which secures a 
saving ot labor and reduces the losses. In the machinery gal
lery are apparatus used for this work. 

SUGAR OBTAINED. 

From the first strike is obtained what is called white sugar, 
granulated, sugar No.3, ordim1,l'Y or extra, or brown sugar, ac
cording to the mode of turbinage and clarification employed. 
In general, the first strike is white sugar; the second and 
third, obtained by the cooking of the turbinage drippings and 
the rmtural crystclllization, are sugar called brown, sold to the 
refiners, who trallsform them into refined sugar, viz: in loaf, 
tablets, pulvericecl, etc. The well manufactured, grauulated 
white sugar obtained from the beet is not in any manner dis
tinguished from the similar products from the cane. But the 
brown sugar from. the beet ha~ a special taste, an odor~ sui ,qcn
eris, that renders It unfit for dIrect use. As to the whIte gran
ulated sugar, the French consumer, until now, has shown him
self rebellious to its direct use. 

TREATMENT OF THE MOLASSES. 

The molasses is syrup from which there is no possibility of 
extracting sugar by ordinary crystallization. It still contains 
about fifty per cent of sugar immovable by the J)resence of 
salts and organic matters. 'rite industry has busie itself for a 
long time seeking means to extract this sugar by way of elim
~nation of foreign matter. Different processes are employed: 
1st. Osmoses. 2d. rfhe processes by lime, bcll'yte, strontian, etc. 

rrhere can be extracted by these processes about thirty to 
thirty-five per cent of sugar per 100 k. of molasses trea.ted. 
With the second processes is obtclined a combination of sugar 
that can be re-worked with the beet juice, which presents cer
tain auvantages. Again it can be made to re-enter the purified 
drippings in the diffusion battery, as is proposed by a company 
figuring among the exhibitors. 
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IMPROVED REFINERIES. 

For some years the sugar refining processes have been much 
studied, especially in view of the rapid and economical trans
formation of the massecuite into refined sugar, either in the 
form of loaf, tablets or cubes, etc. 

The former loaf refiuing process requires a material in shape 
of many layers of loaf, of immense storage and claying rooms, 
etc. rrhe manipuhttions are, besides, very tedious. With the 
new processes are obtained refined sugar of regular size in less 
than forty-eight hours, while it requires fifteen to sixteen days 
to make loaf sugar. The advantages of the new processes are: 
1. Rapidity ot production. 2. Economy of labor. 3. Economy 
of coloring. 4. Higher clarification. 5. Great space economy. 
6. Heduction of insurance costs. 7. Reduction of capital. 8. 
A more advantageous form of the product, in view of packing," 
sawing and of the breaking in regular pieces .. 

Many French factories of beet sugar have been erected since. 
1884 under these new processes. As there are 400 factories of 
sugar, and all complain of the disadvantageous conditions 
which are imposed upon them by the large refineries for the 
purchase 01 their dark sugars, it is probable that the improved 
refineries attached to the sugar factories are called to multiply 
them~el ves. 

INDUSTRY OF REFINERY. 

Whilst the dark sugar factories are established in the midst 
of agricultural centers, near the spot of production of their first 
matter, the refineries are erected in the large centers of con
sumption, the sea-ports, Paris, Lille, Marseilles, Nantes, Havre, 
Bordeaux, etc. <,; 

In foreign countries are counted numerous refineries and 
candy manufactories. Here are approximatively the coun
tries possessing refineries: France, Belgium, Holland. Ger
many, Austria, Russia, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Egypt, Enghtnd, 
Sweden, Denmark and the United States of America. rrhe 
French and Russian refineries have exhibited their different 
products in class seventy-two. 

PROGRESS OF THE FRENCH INDUSTRY. 

I have already spoken of the improvements rmtlized in 
France under the influence of the law of 1884. rrhese pel'fec
tions have shown themselves by a very remarkable increase in 
the yield. 'rhus the sugar proportion extracted from the beet 
has varied as follows: 
1881-82 .................... 6.10 per cent. 1885-86 .................... 7.83 per cent. 
1882-83 ................ ~ ... 5.03 " 1886-87 .................... 8.86 " 
1883-84 .................... 5. 55 " 1887-88 .................... 9.53 " 
1884-85 ......•.....•....... 5.!)!) " 1888-8!) ...... : ............ !:l.GO " 

!l.G5 " 
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rfhis progress is c1:ue to the transformation of the processes 
both of culture and manufacture. About ninety per cent of 
the sugar contained in the beet is extracted, instead of fifty-five 
to sixty per cent before 1884. 

CANE SUGAR. 

The cane sugar industry, although more ancient than the 
b€let, is incomparably less advanced in regard to the processes 
of culture and manufacture. The richness of the cane has not 
been improved twenty, thirty or forty per cent, as that of beet. 
It has, it is said, even been reduced in certain countries. As 
to the extracting processes, they are subject to great perfec
tions. You will be able to judae by the following·figures: 
. The sugarcane contains eighty-eight to ninety per cent of 
juice of its weight. With the ordinary mill is extracted about 
sixty-five k. of juice per 100 k. of cane. This yield in juice can 
notably be increased by causing the cane to undergo a prepar
atory treatmeut by me~Lns of an apparatus known as the de
fiber. An apparatus of this kind can be seen in the machinery 
gallery. The defiber, as its name indicates, defibers the cane 
and renders the mill work more efficacious and easy. rrhere is 
obtained thus seventy-two to seventy-five k. of juice per 100 k. 
of cane; but this yield again cOlTesponds to a very noticeable 
loss of sugar in the cane residue-that is to say, in the bagasse. 
rrhus a cane, of which the juice contains per cent kg. of sugar 
16.65, at the rate of eighty-eight per cent of juice, the cane will 
contain 14.65 per cent sugar. If there is extracted sixty-five k. 
of juice, one will have: 

Sugar extracted in the juice 65 k·1~o16.65=1O.82 sugar remaining, 
~ or loss in the bagasse 14:.65-10.82=2 k. seventeen per cent of 

cane. 
If there is extracted with the defiber ten per cent in surplus 

or seventy-five k. of juice per cent k. of cane, one will have: 
Sugar extracted in seventy-five k. juice, 12.48; sugar lost in 
the bagasse, 14.65-12.48=3 k. eighty-three per cent of cane. 

These sugar losses represent a considerabe figure. T'hus, a 
cane sugar factory working 200,000 k. per day, woulc1lose un
der these conditions: 

In extracting sixty-five per cent of juice, three k eighty
three sugar lost per cent k. ca,ne equals 7,660 k sugar lost; in 
extracting seventy-five per cent juice, two k. seventeen sugar 
lost. per cent k. cane. or 4.340 k. sugar lost per day. It is a loss 
of fourteen to twenty-five per cent of sugar entered in the fac
tory under the form at cane. . 

rl'hey have tried to diminish these losses, al":).c1 have practiced 
repression, multiple pression with hot water imbibition, etc. 
But the most advantageolls process is the one of diffusion, ap
plied either to the bagasse or to the cane. 
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FHOM SAOCHARINE TO SUCROSE. 

From prehistoric ages man has probably been more or less 
familiar with the process .of squeezing sacchadne juices from 
plants, first fermenting them, then learning how to convert 
them into crude syrup and caramel, and lastly into the two· 
products, sugar and molasses. As a drug it was used to cure 
the ills that' flesh is heir to; then it became a luxury, used only 
by the rich in limited quantity, and now, in many civilized 
countries, it has become a household necessity and also.used in 
manufacture and the arts. 

U util the latter part of the last century the tropical cane 
supplied the commercial demand for sugar, but since then the 
marketable product from heets has assumed gigantic propor
tions. Asia is the supposed home of the sugar producing cane, 
yet it is found growing wild on the isles of the Pacific. rrhe 
plant from which the sugar beet has been developed has its 
home on the European shores of the Mediterranean. . 

Pursuant to the law ot supply and demand, not only has 
volume ot production kept pace with requirements, but the 
quality has of late years vastly improved, until the climax was 
reaehecl in the exhibition of electric sugars by the traudulent 
Friends. VVhtttever the process the crystals are beautifu1. rrhe 
progressive steps from the production of the almost tar-like 
mass to the white sugars ot 99?o' test directly trom the cane 
juice has taxed the ingenuity of m~Lll for eellturies. Even to
day the refiner will scarce believe that such an article can be 
produced without bag filters and bone black. 

Concentrating vessels, defecating agents, a,nd a, means of 
thoroughly removing the scum during the early stages of 
manufacture are necessary to produce clean syrup, from which 
alone sugars of fine qua.lity can be had with bright colored 
molasses. In many parts of the world can be seen the prim
itive pots 01' kettles in which the crudest sugars known to the 
trade axe produced; then again, the magnificent usines of 
Europe, furnished with the costly and elaborate machinery 
to scientifically fabricate sugar from beets. It is rapidly becom
ing an admitted fact, that to' produce maximum results in 
quantity a,nd quality, cane juiceshould be converted into sugar 
as rapidly as possible after the canes are cut in the field. In ver
sion, at one time almost unthought of, has now become a 
dreaded eH.emy in the manufactlll'e of sugar; the possibili ty of 
its tiJ king place must be eliminated as far as possible in the 
l)l'OCess. Although the difficulties of fabrication are less with 

·tl'opica.l cane than with sorghum 01' beets, yet negligence is 
attended with poor results, both as to yield and price. 

Defecating agents of various kinds have been tested in the 
sugarhouse and laboratory, but so far lime seems to be the 
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most efficacious. There is no prescribed rule fOT its use, cir
cumstances alone must guide; as for instance, in the tropics, 

. where they manufacture for this country, high limiug is re
sorted to, to evade duty. A large grained sugar of 96 test will 
range from 10 to 12 Dutch standard. Powder such in a mortar 
and you will have a sugar of about 20 Dutch standard, dne to 
the coloring matter adhering to the outer surface of the 
crystals alone, the interior being pure sugar. When there is 
deficiency in lime there is defective clarification, which results 
in soft gray sugars. . 

The I1se of sulphurous acid, owing to its bleaching properties, 
has gained a strong foothold in Louisiana, and perhaps for 
another reason little thought of by many who apply the fumes 
to the juice as it comes trom the mill, and that is, it arrests 
fermentation in the house, teeming with bacteria and has the 
odor of a vinegar factory, owing to the wasted juice and fine 
particles of bagasse which accumulate sometimes for days be
tween the mill walls. The loss from fermentation in many 
places is simply immense, and it should be remembered that 
cleanliness is next to godliness in a sugarhouse. . 

Should the acid be used, and~ if so, should the saccharine 
solution be thoroughly impregnated with it and the juice limed 
to neutrality thereaftol'~ or partially limed as it leaves the mill, 
are questions to be solved by actual experiments. Science must 
decide as to whether the jui~e should be slightly alkaline or 
'acid, as good sugar can be made under either condition. Can 
we dispense wIth the vegetable albumen of the canes and pro
duce bright crystals of sugar, devoid of grayness, or even bril
liant yellows?Ml'. Paul Horsin Deon, whose views are cer
tainly worthy of great consideration, tenaciously ad voe-ates the 
retention and utilization of the albumen of the cane in the per
fect defecation of juice. The object of defecating ingredients is 
to aid in the elimination of all injurious pitl'ticles, cLS the pre
sence of foreign substances seriously retard crystallization and 
renders the process absolutely impossible to a marked degree. 
rrherefol'e, how imperative to have thoroughly defecated and 
cleaned juice prior to rapid concentration in double and triple 
effects. 

As soon after diffusion or milling as circumstances will per
mit, the juice should be heated to 2100 or 2120 F., and the 
capot of blanket removed, after which the rer,'laining impuri
ties should be skimmed off as the process of concentration pro
grosses, whether in vacuo or open vessel. rrhe snperior qun,lity 
of the Louisiana molasses is due to the lower density of tho 
juice .than in more tropical climates, and, theT'3fore, a longer' 
time n,llowed to remove the sn,me which arises on the boiling 
mass, As it of ton resembles honey and is procluced without 
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settling tanks, why cannot such be dispensed with when vacuum 
pan sugars aI'e ma(le~ 

Let us not combat, but utilize nature's laws, as does the in
telligent housewife when ,cleaning and concentrating syrup; 
Observation has taught her that the scum, as it rises in the 
slow boiling pot ot' kettle, recedes from the hottest to the least 
heated portion of the vessel (there to be removed), and the 
operation continues until the liquor becomes clear or too thick 
to allow any more scum to arise. Where a fine quality of 
syrup is desired, then the albumen of the white of an egg is 
incorporated with the cold solution which, in coagulating, seizes 
the impurities, which can be removed in the form of scum. 

Telke a row of kettles when in full operation, charge each 
from batteries to gro,nde, until the scum begins to flow, and it 
will be found, if kept in that condition, no skimming will be 1'e
<:ltiired, as the entire scum will be boiled off to the grande., 
Why? Becam,e the heat, being greatest at the bottom, in the 
act of boiling, the foreign particles caught and held by the 
albumen are forced to a cooler medium. 

Twenty years ago I was informed by a visitor from Java that 
they used an evaporating apparatus somewhat similar to the 
half of a 6-foot boiler, about 40 feet long, uncleI' which a furnace 
was placed at one end (situated like timt under the batteries) 
where the fire was applied. As boiling progressed the scum 
gradually moved from the syrup over the fU1'l1ace to the other 
extremity where the heelt was less and the liquor more 
diluted, and where it was removed by one operation. A some
what similar vessel can be constructed where steam can be 
used as the clearing and concentrating medium instead of the 
direct fire, either in long three 01' four-inch copper pipes or a 
steam jacket (copper above), phced along the bottom nea,rly 
the entire'length. If necessary, Sl11<Lll steam jets can be il1-
sel'ted at irregular intervals in the lower side of the jacket, 
sloping backwards. 

Instead of the steam escapiug, as with the open kettels and 
the Java apparatus, the entire vessel can be converted into a 
species of vacuum P<ll1, and the vapor utilized to heat the cold 
juice or water. The skimming can be performed thoroughly in 
vacuo (the scum falling into a receptacle tLt the far end), the 
partially cle,ll1ed juice entering at the one end, and the clea)1ed 
liqnor, "\vhich has been concentrated to any desired density, at 
the other, in a continuous stream on its way direct to the 
double or triple effect. 
. The present rectangular clarifiers can he cleaned without 
skimmers by placing a steam pipe along the side opposite the 
trough. Boil slowly with hea.t from bottom coil, then turn on 
the steam in horizontnl pipe immersed in the liqnor, :mc1 the 
scum will be forced off in a diagonal direction. ,'\Then boiling 
becomes too rapid tho possibility of skimming ceases. 
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The refiner has recourse to bag filters, because fuel economy 
demands that he melt to about SO degrees Beaume. Whereas, 
with the Louisi,1m1 planter 10 degrees Beaume is rarely met in 
cold juice as it comes from the mill; therefore he has ample 
time to thoroughly clean prior to marked concentration, a fact 
of which every advantage should be taken. So long as a sugar 
solution remains weak the effect even of the direct fire under 
the vessel is not injurious, does not invert, does not color. It 
is only when the great volume of water has been evaporated 
that the syrup must be boiled at a low temperature and con
verted as rapidly a~ possible to masse cuite; therefore apply the 
greatest heat when the liquor is of comparatively low density. , 
Hegardless of fqrm of vessel or method of concentration the 
process ot cleaning the juice should be prolonged nntil well 
done. ]'rom the mill to the mixer the concentration should be 
as nearly continuous as circumsta,nces will permit. 

It is very doubtful if the use of bone-black will ever become 
general on plantations, as it is attended with much difficulty 
and expense. Effectively remove coloring matter and other 
impurities from the juice when at low deu1:lity and its necessity 
will be l:L1most entirely removed if the syrup is cooked ra.pidly 
and with less than ten pounds pressure on the coils. Boil some
what free in the pan and make only medium grain, as planters 
do not get paid for the extra polarization in the h1rge-grained 
sugars. Should the material for second sugars lmve become 
slightly acid, neutralize with lime water. Dilute in the blow
up with hot \vater, gnl,in in the pan, and do not keep the mass 
stiff' when boiling, and wa,gon as 'when boiled in the ordinary 
way. By the above method from 5 to 6 pounds of sugar per 
gallon of Cuban molasses is had in some northern houses. 
Thereby the necessity of boiling- thirds is in [1 great measure 
obviated. Even ill the best-equipped suga,rhonses strict atten
tion to every detail from scales to shipment is required to 
arrive at a, high point of excellence in quantity and qutdity of 
products manufactured. From information and observation it 
can safely be stated that a high gmde auel as fille quality of 
sugax can be made from the juice of the cane in Louisiana as 
in any part of the world. '1'he aim shuuld be to obtain in 
fabrication the greatest money value for products from a ton of 
cane. . '1'. MANN CAGE. 

Carl". Louisiana Planter. 
---0---

'rhe Argentine Republic is evidently destined to playa brilli
ant part in South American progress. In the item of corn 
alone, that country htst year shipped 446,000 tons to Europe; 
and this year it will send 2,GOO,OOO tons. Its healthful clim:d;e 
and fertile soil l1<1ve enabled it to a,ttract immigmnts from Eu
rope, and the Government ha,s encouraged them by paying their 
passage from the coast to their destination in the interior. 
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FRUIT TREES AND PES'PS-REGULATIONS FOR 
PREVENTION, TREATMENT AND CURE. 

The State Board of Horticulture of California has issued the 
following regulations to prevent the spread of contagious 
diseases among fruits and fruit trees; and for'the prevention, 
treatment, cure and extirpation of fruit pests and diseases of 
fruits and fruit trees, and for the disinfection of grafts, scions, 
orchard debris, empty fruit boxes, etc. : 

All purchasers who shall receive fruit in any box, sack, or other 
package of allY description, shall immediately upon receiving 
the sttme disinfect each box, sack or other package, by subject
ing it to boiling water or steam, under pressure tor a sufficient 
length of time to destroy a,ll insects or germs attached to or 
contained in such box, sack or other package; and all such 
boxes, sacks and other packages shall be kept secure from in
fection so long as they remain in the place where disinfected. 

DISINFECTION OF FRUIT TREES, SCIONS, ETC. 

For the purpose of disinfecting fruit trees, scions, cuttings, 
grafts, etc., the following is .recommended: Whale-oil soap 
(eighty per cent. strength), five pounds: water, four gallons. 

Directions: Dissolve thoroughly soap in water, and immerse 
the tree, scion, cutting 01' plant for at least two minutes, while 
the solution is still hot, or for such length of time as will 
destroy all insects or germs. 

PERNICIOUS (ASPIDIOTUS PERNrcIOSUS) SCALE. 

Summary remedy for peaches: Potash, 14 pounds; caustic 
soda (98 pel' cent.), 8 pounds; lime, un slacked, I) pounds; fish 
oil, pola,r or seal oil, 10 gallons. 

Directions: 1. Dissolve the soda and potash by placing 
them together in about ten or twelve gallons of water. 2. 
ShLCk the lime in the barrel in two gallons of water; then add 
the fish oil to the lime and stir well until the lime and the oil 
have turned to a thick batter; then add the soda and potash, 
water boiling hot, and stir well with a dasher for five minutes 
or more. rrl18n leave st~U1ding for about five or six hours; 
then fill up with cold water; do not pour in all the water at . 
once, hut about two buckets at a time. Stir well as the first tVI'"O 
buckets of water go in, to prevent lumps. Use the following 
day. Apply cold, one pound to the gallon of water. In dis
sol ving it do not boil, but 'weigh the amount to be used, place 
iE a barrel, and on top of it pour hot water, about one bucket 
to every hundred pounds of materia1. 

Atter pouring in the hot water, stir lively with a dasher until 
it is entirely dissolved; then reduce with cold "vater until suffi
ciently thin enough to pass through the strainer; then place 
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in a tank and fill up with water; stir well and it is ready for 
use; apply cold. 

Summer remedy for pears and apples: Caustic soda (98 per 
cent.), 10 pounds; tallow, 40 pounds; resin, 40 pounds. 

Directions: 1. Dissolve the potash and soda in ten gallons 
of water. When dissolved, place the whole amount in the 
barrel (fifty-gallon measure). 2. DiRsolve the tallow and resin 
together. When dissolved, add the same to the potash and 
soda in the barrel, and stir well for five minutes or so. Leave 
standing for about two bours, then fill up with water, stirring 
well as every bucket of water goes in. Use the following day, 
one pound to the gallon of water; apply warm. 

Winter remedy: Lime, 25 pounds; sulphur, 20 pounds; salt, 
15 pounds. 

Directions: Take 10 pounds of lime, 20 pounds of sulphur, 
and 20 gallons of water; boil until the sulphur is thoroughly 
dissol ved. Take the remaining 15 pounds of lime and 15 
pounds of salt, and when thoroughly slacked, mix together and 
add enough water to make in all sixty gallons of solution; 
strain, and spray warm. 

BROWN APRICOT SCALE. 

Summer remedy: Caustic soda (98 per cent.), 1 pound; resin, 
5 pounds; water, 40 gallons. 

Directions: Boil caustic soda in 1-1 gallons of water. When 
dissolved, take out and lay aside one-half of the solution, then 
add resin to the remainder in the kettle. After the resin is 
dissolved, add slowly balance of soda solution. ·When thor
oughly cooked, add water to make in all forty gallons of solu
tion; apply warm. 

·Winter remedy: Sulphur, 20 pounds; lime, 25 pounds; salt, 
15 nounc1s. 

Directions: Take 10 pounds of the lime, 20 pounds of the 
sulphur, and 20 gallons of water. Boil until the sulphur is 
thoroughly dissolved. 'rake the remainder (15 pounds of lime 
and 15 pounds of salt), slack and add water to make the whole 
mixture 60 gallons. Mix the whole together, strain and spray 
on the trees milk-warm or w,trmel'. 'rhis can only be applied 
when the foliage is off the tree, and has in this condition no 

. injurious effec~ on the fruit buds or tree whatever. 
COTTONY CUSHION (ICERYA PUIWIIASI) SCALE. 

Remedy: Caustic soda (98 per cent.).. 2 pounds; resin, 10 
pounds. 
. Directions: Boil caustic soda in n gallons of water. When 
dissolved, take ont and lay aside one-half of the solution; then 
add resin to the remainder in the kettle. After resin is dis
solved, add slowly balance of soda solution. When thoroughly 
cooked, add water enough to make in all forty gallons of solu
tion; apply warm. 
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BLACK SCALE (LECANIUM OLEA) ON OLIVE TREES. 

Five gallons best kerosene oil, 1500 test; Ii pounds good 
common soap, or one bar and a half ot soap usually sold as 
p_~und packages; 2-! gallons water. This makes the emulsion. 
When using, dilute 6i gallons of water for each gallon of oil, 
and to this mixture add 2} pounds of good home-made soap 
dissolved in boiling water~ All this mixmg should be done 
with hot water, and applied at a temperature of 140° Fahren
heit. 

RED SCALE (ASPIDIOTUS AURANTII) ON CITRUS TREES. 

Remedy: Caustic soda (98 per cent.), 8 pounds; resin, 15 
pounds; whale oil or fish oil, 2 quarts. 

Directions: Boil oil, resin and caustic soda together in about 
10 gallons of water for about t.hree or fOUL' hours, then add 
water enough to make in all 100 gallons of solution; apply 
warm. Must be. cooked well as per directions, to secure best 
results. 

. CODLIN (CARPOCAPSA POMONELLA) MOTH. 

For early ripening apples and pears: Spray once with one 
pound of Paris green to 180 gallons of water, when just out of 
bloom. 

For fall and winter apples and pears: Spray twice. First 
application as above; second application with one pound of 
Paris green to 200 gallons of water. Use the Paris green 
without any additions, simply stirring the liquid continually 
and straining it before using. 

WOOLLY (SCHIZONEURA LANIGERA) APHIS. 

Root form: Dress liberally with ashes, especially in most 
localities, or use gas lime, about one and oue-half shovelfuls 
around €ach tree in such a manner that it will not come in 
direct contact with the bark of the tree. 

Branch form: Brush with kerosene emulsion, or resin solu
tion, or spray. 

For flowering shrubs or garden plants: Sulphur, one pound; 
lime, one pound; water, two gallons. 

Directions: Boil ingredients together one hour. Dilute one 
gallon of the mixture with three gallons of water; use more 
or less water according to the strength of the plant. 

BORERS. 

Guard trees from infection by p}a,cing a shade or board on 
the south and west sides of the tree, which protects it from 
sunburu; 01' give a coating of whitewash, containing soap and 
sulphur. In removing a borer, smear the wound over with 
grafting wax. 

PEACH ROOT (SANNANIA PACIFICA) BORER. 

Remove the earth at the base of the tree and wrap up the 
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trunk with stout parafine paper, and pile up against the papel' 
air-slacked lime or ashes. . 

NOTE.-Wherever beneficial insects or parasites Hre decreas
ing the spread of injurious insect pests, no spray or wash 
should be used, and the parasites should be colonized' and 
taken care'ot . 

I hp,reby certify that the foregoing regulations were this day 
adopted by the State Board of Horticultme. . 

. ELLWOOD OOOPER, President. 

June 29, 1889. 
Attest: B. M. LELONG,8ecretary. 

---'u---

DR. CROMPTON ON CHEMiCAL OONTRqL WiTH 
DIFFUSION. 

t Co"/']<. L016isiana Planter.] 
EDI'fOR LOUISIA.NA PLANTER: 

Ileam from your columns that there will be in operation 
during the cqming campaign in Louisiana at least five diffusion 
phmts. Beside8 these there will be foUl' in 'rexas. Manyothel!' 
planters are said to be contemplating the introduction of diffu~ 
sion next season, so that there may be sufficient present or 
prospective interest to justify a discussion of the details of 
chemical control as applied to this method of extmction. I 
hope there is not now, nor will be in the future, anyone so rash 
as to put in such a plant wit/lOut chemical control. He should 
as soon thiuk of running his engines without a govel'l1Ol', or 
his boiler battery without gauges, as ,1, diffusion battery 
without ,1, chemist. And right here let me say that I trust 
noile of my readers will make the mental accusation against 
me that I am ,. crying my own wares," so to speak, andmagni
fying the merits of my uwn profession. As 1 tried to show in 
a previous article, it is not so much the chemist as it is the 
system he represents and of which he is the exponent ,1,ncl in
terpreter, that I advocate. Indeed, accurate statistics u,nd a 
careful mechanical control without a chemist will accomplish 
infinitely more than incomplete or indefinite datu, with one in 
either mill or diffusion work. But both are needed and both 
are essentially lleCeSScLl'y to ccLreiul 'work with a diffusion bat
tery especially. At the risk of being somewhat prolix T wish 
to point out ,1, few re<1sons for this particular necessity of care
ful control of difrusion work. 

With a mill the entire work of extraction is carried on in 
. plain sight; in a battery it is all done in closed cells, and the 
operation is not opJ3n to inspection. After a mill has heen set 
to its work it is not easily altered or changed, and the extraction 
is reasonably constant; with ~L battery it is liable to disturb-
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ance at, any thue, merely by the opening of the wrong valve. 
Once obtained, the, mill juice cannot well be lost-it is bound 
to flow through its usual channels to the clarifiers. In a bat
tery juice may be substituted for waste water, and waste water 
for juice, simply by mismanagement of the battery. But these 
differences ate still not by any means the most imp0l'tant. 
Gross mismanagement of a battery would prabably be detected 
iri time by simple supervision, although not so readily as in the 
case of H, mill. But to run a battery well, even fairly well, 
there must be not only no mechanical errors in its manipula
tion, but it must be careful!?/ and accllJ'ately managed; other
wise it is entirely possible to get results far below good mill 
work. '}'he margin is by no means so wide as many suppose 
between good mill work and indifferent or even lair diffusion' 
work. Now how is it possible to attain such excellence of 
management with merely a superficial or mechanical control ~ 
Take the amount of waste products, for instance, in diffusion 
work as compared with milling: In the latter there is only 
the bagasse, constituting' about one-fourth of the weight of the 
cane; in the former the weight of exha,usted chips and waste 
water together is about twice the weight of the original cane. 

Suppose the mill is not set tight enough, the condition of 
the bagasse soon shows the poor extraction to the engineer, 
a,nd the remedy is very simple. Suppose the battery is not run 
right, and there is a hali of one per cent too much sugar left 
in the exhausted chips, 01' tIle waste wetter, would anyone have 
confidence enough in his sense of taste to think he could de
tect the difference in that way~ I doubt if the most conceited 
"lmgasse expert" would attempt it. Yet an increase of one
half. of one per cent in the chips would mean a loss of ten 
pounds pel' ton, and in Loth waste water and chips twenty 
pounds. ' 

I have heard many express themselves with regard to diffu
sion, that it extracted "practically all the sugar" in the cane; 
the small fraction at one-half of one per cent left in the chips, 
even with the best diffusion work, seemed to be so small as to 
be beneath their notice. But when the expression of the loss 
was t.ranslated for them into that coin current of sugar stntis
tics, "pounds pel' ton," they would open their eyes to the 
amount of waste product. and begin to realize that diffusion 
does not make quite so clean a sweep of the extraction as they 
had supposed. Take as an illustration rather an extreme case. 
Suppose the normal juice from tbe cane contains ten per cent 
of sugar; this means nine per cent in the C(1,ne. If now five 
per cent is left in the waste chips by diffusion an extraction of 
about eighty-five per cent of the normal juice is obtained. If 
the amount of sugar lost in the chips is increased to one per 
cent tho extraction of normal juice drops to eighty per cent-
little better than first-class mill work. . 
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Row very easy it would be for this to occur in a factory un-· 
provided with means for chemical analysis. The discrepancy 
would only be manifest when the sugar was weighed, and diffu
sion would be denounced as a delusion and a snare, while the 
real trouble would be, not in the process itself, but the ignorant 
and empirical manner in which it was handled. 

Numerous other cogent reasons might be given to show the 
particular and peculiar necessity for chedring the work of a 
diffusionbattety by chemical control, but it would consume a. 
great amount of space to go into these in detail. It seems to 
me it will suffice with the intelligent reader to call his atten
tion to the essential difference between the degrees of complex
ity of the two processes of milling and diffusion respectively, 
to convince him of the greater care necessary to the perform
ance of the latter. It is comparatively a simple operation to 
push cane into a mill and squeeze out the juice, but to place 
the finely divided cane inclosed cells and subject it to the ac
tion of successive steepings of juice of climinishing degrees of 
density, to regulate the temperature at which the operation 
takes place, to carefully proportion the amount of water added 
to the eontained juice so a.s to secure the maximum of extra.c
tion with the minimum of dilution, and to regulate the whole 
in such a ma,nner as to secure an even and uninterrupted pro
gress of the work, coustitutes in its entirety an operation that 
calls for infinitely more intelligep.ce, aceuracy and skill in its 
proper performance than the primitive method it is destined 
to supersede. 

CONTROL BY REPORTS OF THE DIFFUSION MASTER. 

The first essential in the proper control is to require the 
battery-man, or master of diffusion, to take a sample of d'Hfu
sion juiee from every charge drawn, determine its density by 
means of a Brix spindle, and enter its indications upon his re
port. He should be furnished with blank forms for these re
ports, properly ruled into spaces for entering: 1, number of 
cells filled; 2, number of charges drawn; 3, time of each dmvv
ing (approximately); and 4, the density and tempera.ture of 
ea.ch charae. When a.ny stoppage occurs its ca.use must be 
noted, an8 any irregularity in dmwing or in the regula.r run
ning of the battery must be expla.ined. These reports are to 
be ha.nded over to the chemist by the master of diffusion at the 
end of his wa.tch. The chemist will determine trom his an
alyses the proper amount of juice to be drawn for each cell, 
and require the ba.ttery-ma.n to draw this a.mount. 1'he latter 
must rigidly adhere to his instructions on this point, a.nd 
change the amount only when so ordered. ~l'he amount drawn 
may be clmnged by the chemist whenever, in his judgment, it 
is necessary, a.nd he will give instructions to the diffusion mas
ter accordingly. 
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In beet sugar work in Europe there are many different de
vices for automatically registering the amount of juice drawn, 
together with the time of drawing, etc., so that there is a com
plete control over the diffusion master's work, and he cannot 
cover up careless 01' improper management by falsifying his 
reports. Some of these control machines even take out auto
matically a sample of each charge of juice drawn and register 
its Brix indication. These different forms of apparatus for au
tomatic control will receive especial attention in Mr. Spencer's 
forthcoining report on last season's work at Magnolia, so I will 
not enlarge further upon them here. . 

TAKING OF SAMPLES. 

Samples for analysis should be taken at least twice in 
twenty-four hours and oftener if possible, especially if the 
mLne comes from a number of different sources. There are 
three principal products of which regular analyses must be 
made: fresh chips, exhausted ehips and diffusion juice. The 
first gives the data as to the amount of sugar entering the bat
tery; the second, the amount lost and the third the amount 
extracted. The three samples should be comparable as far as 
possible; that is, represent the same body of mme. If the bat
tery has just been started up samples should not be taken until 
several cells have been clumped, as the extraction is not 
thorough in the start. rrhen, from the top of each eell, in suc
cession as it is filled, a good sized handful of fresh chips is 
taken by the diffusion master or one of his assistants, who has 
been instructed to take as nearly as possible the same amount 
froUl each, and placed in a tin bucket, closed by a tight-fitting 
lid. After the circuit of the battery bas been completed in 
this way the bucket of chips is sent to tho laboratory, the juice 
expressed by a hand mill and used for an~Llysis. rl'he sample 
of exhausted chips is taken in a similar manner by the man 
below the battery, who attends to the dumping of the cells, 
and who has beell notified. by the men above which cell they 
started with in taking the sample of fresh chips, so that he 
may take his sample from t.he same cells. He places his chips 
in a tightly closed vessel also furnished him for the pLll'pose, so 
there will be no evaporation. When it is complete-that is, 
when the round of the battery has been macle-hf sends in his 
sample. The corresponding sample of diffusion juice cannot 
be made quite so closely comparable. It should be started 
when the charge is drawn, corresponding to a cell sornewha,t 
in advance ot the one from which the tirst sample of fresh 
chips was taken, and it can be very conveniently secured by 
the diffusion master when he takes his sample out of the meas
uring tank for floating his spindle. An eqnal volume should, 
pf course, be taken from caeh charge anc1 poured into a stop-
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pered bottle, the whole being shaken up when the sample is 
complete and taken to the laboratory for the chemist. 

When the battery has [;)een in continuous operation for some 
time a sample can be started at any point in the circuit, Any 
number of cells could, of course,be included in ,1, sample, but 
the diluted diffusion juice will change if allowed to stancllong, 
and the men understand the taking of the samples better if 
they include simply one circuit ot the battery. 'rhe operation 
may be repeated as often as the time of the chemist will admit 
of his working the samples thus procured. Messrs. Broadhurst 
·and Edson, on one of the department stations, worked six sets 
of samples d~1ily in checking the work of the Hughes battery. 
I understand that Prof. Stubbs keeps a complete control of the 
work of his battery, and the chemical control of the diffusion 
work at Magnolia the first season was very nearly complete~ 
It is unnecessary, and in fact inadvisable, to keep so exact a 
control of practical factory work, as one or even two chemists 
would have little time lett for a careful control of the rest of 
the house. 

'rhe wttste water should contain but a trace of sugar in good 
diffusion work. Samples of it should be taken from time to 
time at irregular intervals, to make sure there is no undue loss 
in this direction, particularly if there is any reason to· suspect 
such loss from the comparison of the amount of sugar in the 
fresh. chips with that in the diffusion juice and exhausted chips. 

CALCULATION OF RESULTS. 

Having now the results of these three analyses before him 
the chemist has an the necessary data at hand to enable him 
to ascertain tIle quality of the work done in the hattery. The 
pel' cent of sugar in the juice expressed frol11 the fresh chips 
multiplied by ninety and divided by 100 gives the per cent of 
sugar in the chips themselves. The pel' cent of sugar in the 
waste chips gi ves directly the pel' cent of sugar lost. (It is not 
necess~ry to multiply here by the ninety factor, as t.he weight 
of the exhausted chips is sligbtly greater than the correspond
ing fresh chips. For very exact work a factor of ninety-five 
might be used.) 

Ij'rorn these figures the e."Ctnction may be calculated by sub
trading the per cent of sugar lost from the pel' cent in the 
fresh chips, and dividing the remainder by the l[Ltter. The re
sult is the per cent express8c1 decimally oj' the total fjllfmtitlJ 0/ 
sur;ar in the cane that. has been extracted. Multiply tIns figure 
by ninety anel we have the pel' cent expressed, as ,1, whole num
ber, oj' the 11'eight aj' cctue e:ctracted in slI,r,t((r-the more common 
mode of expressing extraction. 'rhe oxtraction of sug:1r fL11d 
the extraction of juice [1re, of course, synonymous terms, as we 
base n,ll our calculations upon tho hypothesis th:1t the juice in 
the cano is [1 homogenous liquid, and that tho Ctttle contains 
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l,lillety per cent of this liquid and ten per cent of fibre, neither 
assumption being a,bsolutely correct. I give an example to· 
make the calculation perfectly plain: 

1. Juice from fresh chips contains ]5 per cent sucr(lse. 
2. Juice from waste chips contains .5 per cent sucrose: 
3. 15. X 90 = 1350)< 100= 13 .• 'iO=per cent sugar in cane. 
4.13.50-.5=13.00+13.50=96=per cent sugar in cane extracted (ex-

pressed decimally). 
5. .96X90=85.4=per cent extraction, (on weight of cane). 

It is a somewhat shorter cut to the last result, though not so 
clear as the above, to subtract .5 from 15. multiply by 90 and 
divide the result by 15. 

rfhe weight of sugar in the diffusion juice (ascertained by 
multiplying the weight ot juice drawn in pounds by the per 
cen~ ill the juice), plus the weight of sugaJ' in the waste chips, 
should closely approximate the weight of sugar in the fresh 
chips, otherwise there is a loss in waste water or error in the 
sampling or gauging. 

The dilution may be calculated from the observed densities 
ot the normal and diffusion juices, from their sugar contents, 
or from the actual weights of cane and juice. rfhe last named 
is the most conservative, but can be used only on the results of 
a long run, or on.a season's work} when the total quantities of 
cane used a,nd juice drawn are known. The necessary data 
may be approximated by obtaining the average weight. of a 
cell full of chips, and comparing it with the weight of juice 
drawn £i'om each cell. rfhis is unsatisfactory however, and for 
watching' the daily run of the dilution, so as to regulate it to 
suit the cane, the comparison of juices is most convenient. 
For this calculation subtract the degree Bl'ix of the diffusion 
juice from the degree Bl'ix of the normal juice and divide the 
result by the former. The quotient} multiplied by 100, will be 
the pel' cent of dilution. Example: 

1. Degree Brix of the n01'1nal juice= 15 . 
. 2. Degree Brix of tho diffusion juice= 12. 
3. 15-12=·3,...;.-12=.25X100=25 pel' cent dilution. 

The calculation, based upon the per cent of sugar in the two 
juices is ic1entica,l, substituting pel' cent sugar for degree Brix. 

!1'0 calculate the dilution from actual weights, mult.iply the 
weight of cane used by ninety and divide by 100 to get the 
weight of norma,} juice; . subtract this from the weight ot diffu
sion juice d~'awn, and divide by tll:e ,v:eight of normal juice; 
the result WIll be the per cent of dIl utlOll expressed decimally. 
Example: 

1. 300 tons of cane used. 
2. 385 tons of diffusion juice drawn. 
3. 300X90=27,000XIOO=290 tOilS of normal juice. 
4. 375-270==105...;.-375=.28 X 100=28 pet· cent dilution. 
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By per cent of dilution we mean the proportion of water that 
has been added to the normal juice to reduce it to the more 
dilute diffusion juice; that is to every 100 pounds of normal 
juice there have been added twenty-eight pounds (in the last 
example) of water. 

By per cent of extra evaporation, on the other hand, we mean 
the number of pounds 'of water that must be evaporated from 
each 100 pounus of diffusion juice to bring it to the density of 
the normal juice. To calculate this, divide the per cent of di
lution by the same number, plus 100; the result is the per cent 
of e,xtra evaporation, expressed decimally. Example: 

1. Degree Brix of normal juice= 15. 
2. Degree Bl"ix of diffusion juice= 12. 
3. Per cent of dilntion=25. 
425-;-(25 X 100)=20 X 100=20 per cent extra evaporation. 

It should be borne in mind that the per cent of dilut-ion is 
based upon the weight of normal juice, while the per cent of 
extra evaporation is based upon the weight of diffusion juice, 
the latter being, of course, the larger figure. It may be well 
also to call the attention of the planter who proposes to adopt 
diffusion and is figuring on his eV<1porating capacity to the fact 
that diffusion extracts more of the normal juice than his mill 
does, hence, there is 1Jlot'e to dilute, and therefore he must have 
more than sufficient capacity to evaporate thirty per cent more 
water from the juice he got with his mill. 

The inversion which may take place in the battery is calcu
lated from the glucose to sucrose ratio in the normal and diffu
sion juices. This has already been treated of in the Plantel' 
and I need not dwell upon jt here. 
" rrhe chemical control after the juice has passed from the 
battery to the clarifiers is the !:lame, of coure, as with mill work, 
and differs from it in no respect. The juice should be carefully 
gauged in the clarifiel's, in order to have a check upon the bat
tery work, the reports of the master of diffusion being com
pared with the returns of clarifiers made. 

This <1rticle has run out to so great a length that the consid
eration of the matter of preventing loss, which I had intended 
to include in it, must be postponed to another time. 

. U. A. CRAlIIPTON. 

Washington, D. O. June, 22, 1889. 
---0---

rrhe Agricultural Sugar Company, of Mauritius, Limited, 
lmve declared a dividend ot ten per cent for the past year. 
rrhe net year's profits a,mount to £15,793. Of this sum £14,025 
is absorbed by the dividend of ten pel' cent, leaving £1,768 to 
be c<1l'l'ied forward to next year. 
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RESODRCES OJ? CEYLON. 

Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P., in his interesting account of his Trip 
Round .the World in 1887-8, which has recently been published, 
gives some valuable particulars respecting Ceylon. Coffee, 
which so recently as 1870 was an important industry in Ceylon, 
the exports at that time exceeding £4,000,000 in value, is now 
almost a lost industry, so far as Ceylon is concerned, whilst tea; 
the exports of which in 1876 were but twenty-three Ibs., are 
now more than 14,000,0001bs.! 

Mr. Caine says:-"We have been in possession of the Island 
of Ceylon since 1815, when we finally subjugated the savage 
ruffian who was then the King of Kandy. My friend Mr. John 
Ferguson kindly furnished me with some particulars which he 
had carefully compiled, showing the condition of the island at 
that time, and which, compared with the statistics of the Blue 
Book for 1886, give striking evidence of the material prosperity 
which sixty years of British rule brings to such a country i}S 
Ceylon, and such a people as the Cingalese and Tamils, whiCh 
form its population. 

I give a few of these facts in comparison one wIth the other" 
In 1815. In 1886. 

Population ........................ 750,000 .................. 3,000,000 
Number of houses ............ 20,000 .................... 500,000 
Military force required ........ 6,000 troops ............ 1,000 
Revenue ............ · .............. £226,000 ................. £1,300,000 
Imports and exports ........... £546,000 ................. £8,400,000 
Roads .............................. Sand and gravel. ..... 2,250 miles of 

tracks only good roads 
Railways ........................... None ..................... 183 Iniles 
Tonnage of shipping ............ 75,000 tons ....... : ..... 4,000,000 tons 
Expenditure on edul'ution .... £3,000 ................... £70,000 
Health expenditure ............ £1,000 ................... £60,000 
Post Offices ....................... 4 ........................... 130 
Area under cultivation ........ 400,000 acres ........... 3,100,000 acres 
Live stock ........................ 250,000 head ........... 1,500,000 head 
Carts and caniages ............. 50 ......................... 20,000 

But besides, there are in the island 1,100 miles of telegraph, 
a Government savings bank with 10,000 depositors, 120 excel
lent hospitals and dispensaries, with a first-rate medical College 
for natives. If Ceylon had remained under the rule of the 
Kandyan kings none ot this progress would have been visible. 
Ceylon is a purely agricultural country, as its list of exports 
clearly show. '1'he following is a short list of the exports of 
some of the principal crops of Ceylon for 1886: 

Cardamolns ............................................ £ 22,000 
Areca nuts.................. ............. ............ 100,000 
Quinine...... ........ ................. ................. 300,000 
Cinnamon and cinnamon oil............ ......... 115,000 
Cocoa nuts and fibre................................ 70,000 
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Cacao .... ' .............................................. £ 40,000 
Coffee................................................... 600,OaO 
Cotton ............ :.......................... .......... 20,000 
Cocoa-nut oil. ................ , ................... :.... 24,000 
Tea..... ........ ..... .... ........................ ........ 370,000 
Tobacco............ ...... ............ ...... ............ SO,OOO 

. Fifteen years ago the great staple crop of Oeylon was cotfeer 
which in the years 1868, 1869, and 1870, reached an average 
export of £4,000,000. '1'his industry is, unhappily, being slowly 
desti'oyed by a minute fungus which has attacked fhe leaf, 
working deadly mischief all over Oeylon, and especially in the 
young plantations which, at a eapital outlay of nearly £3,000-
'000,. w.ere brought und.er coffee cultivation in the years 1870-74. 
rfhe slow but sure destrnction of this valuable industry is 
shown by the list of exports from 1877 to 1886. which are a,s 

. followR, in cwts.: 
Year. Cwt. Year. Cwt. 
1877 ..................... 620,000 1882 ................... 2'60,000 

~ 1878 ..................... 825,000 1883 .................... 323,000 
1879 ...................... <l70,000 1884.. .................. 3]1),000 
1880 ..................... 454,000 1885 .................. 224,000 
188L. ................... 564,000 ISSG .................... 1150,000 

Many of the coffee. ph1nters of Ceylon have been hopelessly 
Tuined, and if it had not been possible for the v[Lluable cleared 
lands to be broughtundel' other profitable crops, it would lmve 
gone hard with the colony. The planters of Ceylon are shrewd 
industrious men, with a large Scottish element among them. 
and they seem to be finding their salva.tion in tea and quinine. 

In 1872 there were not 500 acres of cinchona (quinine tree) 
in a)l Ceylon, with an export of bark not reaching 12,000 lbs.; 
while to-day there are at least 30,000 acres. under cultivationr 
with an export of 14,000,000 Ibs. of bade 

In 1876 the exports of tea were 23 lbs.! This year they will 
exceed 14,000,000 Ibs:, and Ceylon bids fair to rival the most 
important districts in Northern India in its tea-growing C~Lpa
city. The teas are of a high chara.cter, fine flavor, and per
fectly pure, and 1 see no reason why India (1,ud Ceylon should 
not in course ot time supplant Ohina teas to a very large 
extent. I visited several of the' finest tea plantations in Ceylon, 
and in many cases found the young tea. plants growing up in a 
forest of stumps, :-\,11 that was left of what was once n, valuable 
coffee eshLte, destroyed by the fell fimgus. 'rea will prove of 
greater value to the colony than coffee growing, as it employs 
rather more thari twice the number of hands per acre. I should 
think tlHtt there are few better· opportunities open to a young 
Englishma,n with a little capita.l·than to come out to Ceylon, 
serve a two or three years' . apprenticeship to tea growing, and 
then start an estate for himself. 

Other coffee phl.1lters are turning their attention to the cacao 
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tree, on which the bean grows which gives us our cocoa and 
chocolate, 1'he export of this product has grown trom 10 cwt. 
in 1878 to 14,000 cwt. in 1886, and is likely, in a very few years, 
to reach ten times this amount. Cardamoms have risen in the 
same space oHime from 14,000 lbs. to 240,000 Ibs. It will be 
readily seen from these figures that although the,destruction 
of the coffee tree has been disastrous to a large number of 
planters, the colony is recovering itself with great buoyancy, 
and it is probably more solidly prosperous to-day than at any 
previous period of its history. . 

The only industry in Ceylon which is not agrar~an, is plum.;. 
bago mining. 1'his is entirely in the hands of the Cingalese, 
who work mines down tv 300 feet in depth in a very priniitive 
fashion, obtaining some tt:350,000 worth of the finest plumbago 
in the world. It appears to me, in the short visit I have been 
able to pay to this interesting tropical colony, that its main 
dependence in the future must he on tea, and the best author
ities tell me that the export will in a very few years reach 
thirty or forty million pounds, worth some two millions sterl
ing. I am also told by coffee planters that the ravages of the 
,disease are abating, and that the colony will be able to produce 
in futUl'e an average export of coffee of about one million sterl
ing, or one-fourth of what was produced at the highest period 
of its prosperity. It is quite evident, however, from the ligures 
1 Imve given, that the deficit of three millions on coffee is fast 
being overtaken, and that the general prospects of Ceylori agri-: 
culture are bright enough. 
, There is no doubt that the change of culture in Ceylon from 
coffee to tea will be of great benefit to the masses of the popu
lation, from the hu'gely increased employment which it will 
aHord. Almost all the plantcitiOll la,bor is carried on by Tamils, 
from Southern India, the Cingalese refusi"ng to do coolie work, 
devoting themsel yes entirely to trading, small farmin'g, ca,rting 
pruduce (a large industry), and to handicratts. '1'0 these rl'amils 
Ceylon is a, heaven upon earth. In their OWll COlllltry their 
average earnings per family of five reaches about £6 ill the 
year, or less than ld. per head per day, a condition of things 
'that appears aJmost incredible to English minds, and in which 
,recurrent fa,mines, terrible in their results" are certain. rrhe 
Tamils employed on a Ceylon tea estate have the wealth of 
Crmsus comptLred with their relati\res at home. rr'hey have 
good huts, cheap food, small gardens, medical attendance, and 
can eal'll from Gcl. to ~d. per day. 1 doubt if, considering the 
climate tLnd cost of living, there are any laboring classes in the 
world better otl' than the Tamil tamilies settled on 'the planta
tions ot Ceylon. 

1'he revenues of the colony average about £l,UOO,OOO, of which 
£650,000 come from ta,xcttion, and £350,000 from land sales, 
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railways, and other miscellaneous receipts. The expenditure 
is slightly in excess of revenue for 1886, bf3ing £1,040,000. '1'he 
public debt is 2i millions, and has been incurred for Colom bo 
harbor, railway extension, water works, &c. 

The trade of Ceylon, as everywhere else in the East, is over
whelmingly in the hands of the English. at 6,341 vessels 
entered and cleared last year at Ceylon ports, 413 only were 
foreign, 4,928 were British. 

Of £6,500,000 of commerce in the year 1886, foreign countries 
got £780,000, while £5,720,000 fell to the British, And yet the 
'Conservative caucus in England passed last year, amid loud 
acclamations, a resolution condemninf!; the Free 'rrade policy 
which makes and keeps us supreme in every neutral market in 
the world, and enables us to open our own ports and those of 
India and our Crown Colonies to the commerce of other rival 
nations with impunity, and without a single protective duty. 
. Ceylon gets on without a poor law. A very few old persons 
get a charitable allowance from the Government, varying from 
2s. to 25s. each pel' month, but it amounts to very little on the 
whole. Employment is plentiful, the people are thrifty, the 
cost of living is extremely small, and the young and strong are 
'glad to care for the aged and weak. 

'1'he Local Government of Ceylon consists of the following 
Boards:-

1st. The ExeCldt·ve and Legislative Councils, which are of the 
same composition and exercise the same functions as I have 
already described with regard to Hong Kong or Singapore. 
None of the mem8ers are elective, but there is always a 
Cingalese and <1 T,1mil member of the Legislative Council. 

2cl. Municipal ()oltncils, of which the majority are elected by 
occupiers rented at £7 a year, the rest being nominated by the 
Governor. In Colombo there are five official a,nd nine elective 
mem bel'S. '1'he other two boroughs in the island are Kancly 
and Gane. 

3d. Local Boards in populous districts, composed in the same 
manner as the Municipalities. '1'here are ten of these Local 
Boards in Ceylon. The qualification is an occupancy of not 
less thun £3 lOs. 

4th. The Villaqe Council.-This is a Council elected by a con
stituency composed of eveI;,y male inhabitant of the village, or 
groups of villages, wno is twenty-one years of age. There are 
forty-eight of these Village Councils. Anything approaching 
party politics is quito unknown in Ceylon. '1'here is a tendency 
to jobbery, which, however, is kept in check by the official 
members. On the whole the system of local government 
appear~ admirably suited for. the budding intelligence and 
educatIOn of the people, and WIll no doubt be extended as the 
social conditions improve and justify. 
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I have already spoken of wages paid on tea, coffee, chin
chona, and other ph1ntations, .1S ranging ~rom Gd. to 9d. per 
day. 1'he general rate of wages for hLbor in Colombo and other 
towns, for such work as stablemen, messengers, porters, gard
eners, .. &0., is about the same, 12 to 15 rupees a month, the 
rupee being worth Is. 5d. Men in more responsible positions, 
such as warehonsemen, foremen of. gangs of coolies, &c., are 
paid 35s. to 40s. i)er month. t3kil~d workmen, bookbinders, 
machinists, compositors, cabinet makers, and carpenters get 
45s. to 50s. pel' month. Good clerks and bookkeepers, £40 to' 
£50 a yea,r. 'rhese wages will appeal' very meagre to an 
English workmt1ll, but 1 expect the Cingalese is better off with 
these wages than the English vyorkman with his. The C~ngalese 
wants no fire,. no meat. no woollen clothes, no beer; hIS house 
costs a tenth of the English workman'S; he dresses in a, shil
ling's worth of cotton cloth, and only we~Lrs a pennyworth of 
it when he is working. He i8 content with two meals a day of 
rice, at 58. pel' bushel, and vegetables flavoured with curry, and 
has half a farthing's worth of dried fish on Snnday. He has 
never felt cold in his life, and the climate he lives in enables 
him to thrive as well on his simple vegetarian diet as an 
Englishman at horne ean on beef and mutton. Everywhere 
they give the consttLnt impression of being a joyous, contented, 
sober, weH-nourished people. 

'rhe Government of Ceylon, like that of every Crown colony, 
is virtually a despotism tempered by the Colonial office, and 
"question time" in the I-louse of Commons. '1'he Governor 
selects such men, in addition to his leading permanent officials, 
as he believes can best advise him, and the decisions of this 
Council become the ,vill of the Government. The influence of 
a really able, energetic, independent Governor, thoroughly just 
and impartial. is practically paramount, and every successive 
Govel'l1or stl'ives to leave behind him as the l'ecord of his term 
ot office some public work of utility-an education scheme, a 
college, a hospital, A bronze statue of 8ir Edward Barnes 
stands opposite the Queen's house in Colombo, but his real 
monuments are the great macadamized road to Kandy, the 
bridge of boats on the Kelani riv81' at Colombo, and the superb 
satin-\vood bridge at Peradenia. 'rho railway to Kalldy }\8eps 
green the memory of Sir Henry "Vard; Sir Hercules U,obinson 
has left hi8 record in every province of the island, especially in 
irrigation works, and Sir William Gregory's massive stone 
monument is a mile long-the fi:1lnous Colombo breakwater. 
The present Govel'llor is set upon restoring to their ancient 
usefulness the great tanks at Kalaweava, which, when com
pleted, will be seven miles square, 20 feet deep, and will send 
water down tL canal 54 miles long, irrigating a vast aretL 
through the dry season; an area now almost un peopled , but 
which 2,000 years ago, watered by these ancient tanks, had a 
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population of at least a quarter of a million, whose ancient 
cities and temples. smothered in jungle, are still among the 
wonders of the East. 

Plenty will be left for successive Governors to accomplish. 
A great development of the railway system is impera.tive, and 
its profitableness assured by past experience; the Lords of the 
Admiralty join the Colo~bo Chamber of ~Commerce in the 
urgent demand for a good graving dock at Colombo, the only 
large dry dock in India being at Bombay; verancular education 
is but in its infaney; the codification of the civil laws is 
unaccomplished; an agricultural college would aid greatly in 
the development of Crown and other lands; and nothing would 
add to the importance and. wealth of Ceylon more than the 
abolition of its Custom House, and the establishment of 
Colombo aud ·Galle as free ports. . 

'rhis is a political programme well within the reach of the 
Government of Ceylon. Many of the public works named 
would be self-supporting from the first, and the rest might be 
carried out by loans. 'rhe puhlic debt of the colony is not 
much more than a single year's revenue, and in recent years j 
the splendid network of roads, the series of restored irrigation· 
works and many public buildings, costing in all over six mil-
lions sterling, have all been paid for from the general revenue. 

Among the social difficulties perplexing successive Governors 
is the question of the sale of alcoholic liquors, the consumption 
of which is undoubtedly on the increase, and to meet which 
temperance societies are being formed, and total abstinence is 
being urged on the natives. Missionaries, both European and 
native, are adding temperance advocacy to their Christian 
work, and most of them appear with a conspicuous blue ribbon. 
They find that "Christian" vices are the chief temptations to 
Christian converts, and one missionary whom I knew in Eng
land as a strong opponent to total abstinence has been forced 
by circumst<'Hlces to adopt it, and is now making up by his zeal 
in the cause for his previous opposition. ·We cannot be held 
responsible, ~lO'VeVel', as in so many other heathen countries, 
for the introduction of intoximLting liquor into Ceylon. '1'he 
inhabitants of Southern India manufactured them long before 
they ev.er beheld an Englishman, and have used toddy, the 
fermented sap of the cocoa-nut palm, tor many centuries. 1'he 
Portuguese and Dutch taught them to distil toddy into arrack, 
and we are now making them familiar with the infernal cheap 
spirit of Europe, which is sold in the village toddy shop to a 
considerable extent. 

rrhe licensing system of Ceylon is akin to that of Indin. a.nd 
Singapore. '1'he exclusive privilege of manufacturing and sel
ling arrack and toddy is reserved to the Government, being 
farmed out by public auction every year in each province. 
1'hese farmers in turn sub-let the privilege pot-house keeper, at 
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a handsome profit, eompelling the sub-ten.ant to buy all his 
supply from them, like the monopolist brewers in England. 
rl'he head farmer usually manufactures for himself. He pays 
to the Government 100 rupees for each still ofa capacity of not 
less than 150 gallons. Wholesale dealers, who may not sell less 
than 35 gallons at once, also pay 100 rupees for a license. 
Retailers arrange.us best they can with the head farmer, who 
who has paid a lump sum by auction. About one-seventh of 
the whole revenue is derivable from the arrack and toddy 
farming, which makes it very difficult for the Government to 
restrict its consumption without seriously disturbing the 
finances-a step from which every well-regulated Governor 
shrinks with dismay. 

rrhe liquor. trade is virtually uncontrolled. No excise officers 
exist, and the Government has to depend upon the renters to 
detect and check illicit sales in their own districts. Adultera
tion is largely practised, and no efforts are made to prevent. it. 

It is very difficult to find any statistics by which it is possible 
to test absolutely the increase or decre~se in the consumption 
of strong drink, but the rough test of the money the farmers 
are willing to pay for the monopoly gives a fail' guage. Here 
is an instructive little table which I have extracted from the 
Blue Book: 

Yeal·. Population. Revenue. 
1830 ............ .................... %2,000 283,000 Rupees. 
1840 ............. :.................. 1,400,000 410,000" 
1850...... ..... .......... ..... ..... 1,590,000 557,000" 
1860 ................................. ],87G,000 735,000" 
1870 .............................. 2,]28,000 ],279,000" 
Average for the last 10 years 2,G50,OOO 1,905,000" 

It will thus be seen that the farmers are willing to pay pro
gressive prices for the monopoly, far in excess of the progressive 
increase in the popula,tion. A simple rule of three sum will 
show that the average tor the last ten years gives nearly 900,-
000 rupees ot revenue in excess of that of 1860. taking into 
account the increase in the population. The consumption of 
liquor by natives has therefore increased per head nearly double 
in twenty years, a fact tlmt ought to cause the gravest alarm 
to a,ny responsible Government. It must further be remembered 
that the last ten years have been one of very unusual depres
sion, caused by the destruction of the coffee plant. 

r:l'he consumption of spirits in Ceylon is estimated at twelve 
million bottles a ye<1r, which gives an average of four and a 
half bottles per head. and a total expenditure of about eight 
millions of rupees. When it is remembered that apHlrt from 
infants ~md YOUilg children, a large proportion of the popula
tion are Molmmmedans, who are strict teetotallers, and that 
many others avoid intoxicants on grounds of religion or caste, 
it is not to be wondered at that this large consumption of 
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spirits produces a great deal of drunkenness, enough to cause 
anxiety in the mind of every thoughtful Cingalese. A few 
years ago ~Ln administl'ntion report of one of the remote country 
districts said-'''l'he 1mbit of indulging in spirituous drinks 
increases. A glass of arrack has taken the place of <.'\, cup of 
coffee as the early morning beverage of many; others drink 
raw spirits immediately before their meals, while many, includ
ing not a few head men, have the reputation of being habitual 
drunkards." 

Na,tive opinion is universally against the village arrack shop, 
and I have had abundant assurances that if the Government 
prohibited the distillation of arrack ~Lltogether, and only per
mitted spirits to be imported by the consumer, forbidding the 
retail sale, such restrictions ,\youl<1 be wH,rmly welcomed by all 
native society. It would without doubt be difiicult to pl'ohibit 
the use of toddy, which can be tapped from any hcwdy cocoa
llut palm. But compared with arrack, toddy is an innocent 
beverage, contcLining about four per cent. of alcohol, and is 
preferred by the natives perfectly fresh when it can be got, 
before fermentation has set in. The htl'ge amount of spirit 
drinking in Ceylon by the nu.tives ought to alarm greatly the 
pa,ternal Government of the isbnd, and it should not be beyond 
the great ability of Sir Al'thm Gordon to devise some fresh tax 
by which the revenue could be recouped. But loss ot revenue 
from a diminished consumption of spirits would in itself result 
in a great saving of expenditure, as w011 a~~ adding largely to 
the general prosperity oftlle populn,tion, and some seriout; effort 
ought to be made to check the evil, before its growing rovenue 
increases indefinitely the difficulty of facing it. It is a sC~Lnc1al 
that a, Christian Government of a heathen country should 
depend for its revenue on the vices 11l1d improvidence of its 
subjects. 

The farming system, dependent as it is upon an unchecked 
stimulus to extended sale, is the very worst ~Lnd silliest licensing 
method that eould be devised. I was glad to find, in conver
sation with Sir Arthur Gordon, that he entirely condemned it, 
and is very anxious to exchange it for an excise duty, and a 
severely restrietecl system of wholesaJe a,nel retail licences con
trolled by the police and magistracy. I have no doubt thnt by 
this a Im'gel' revenue could be obta,inec1 from a smaller con
sUlllption, and that severe measures r\,giLinst (l,clulteration might 
render the liq uor sold less noxiolls. The really sensible course, 
however, would be to prohibit absolutely the sale and manufac
ture of distilleclliquors, and faee the disorgLLl1izlLtion of finance 
boldly; it would not be long before it would right itself by the 
increased prosperity, sobriety, and industry which would 
accrue. '1'he problem is a ditticult one, but I think that any 
Govel'l1or who solved it would go clown to posterity with a 
gre1Ltel' name than any of hi8 illustrious predecessors.-8ugar 
Canc. 
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WEIGHING CANE. 

Now is the time for all who have not done so to buy cane 
scales and to engage competent weighmen for the approaching 
grinding season. The cost of weighing is trivial compared 
with the benefits which accrue from it. This is the universal 
verdict, of those who weigh, and therefore, of those who know. 
No plantation can afford its own manufacturing facilities which 
cannot afford to know the measure of its suceess, both in its 
[1eld and sugar-house operations. Ignorance concerning the 
true inwardness of one's business ha~ wrecked its multituues 
in every vocation, and explains often how success and f,tilure 
ever happen to reside on adjoining places. 

The weight of cane harvested and worked up is th~ prime 
essential to tbis knowledge in our cttne sugar business and 
alone permits the definite location of success or fa,il ure in one's 
methods or appliances, by comparison of these ::l.lld their re
sults with the results of others. If all ca,nnot profitably attcLCh 
chemical laboratories to their factories, because of the small 
volume of work performed in these, none ma.y expect to suc
ceed in IIlanutacture whose operations 'are 011 too limited a 
scale to make tho weighing of cane .both a superlative satisfac-
tion and a positive profit. . 
, '1'here seems no reason to doubt that in many cases where 
cane is. grown a,t a profit it is manufactured at a loss. Each 
should know whether this is true in his own case, that, if it is, 
he may either make an effort to sell his crop outright where 
the profits of bis cultme at least shall be r-mved to him intact, 
or else that he lImy thoroughly rehabilitate his sugar-house. 
The .PZanter believes it frequently happens that losses in the 
sugar-house entirely offset the farming profit, even on esta,tes 
which count their acres by hundreds and the tons of cane 
,yorked up by thousands. It believes that, had the custom of 
weig hing cane been m,ore prevalent in the past, the num bel' of 
sugar-houses in operation, even up to those of a million 
pounds capacity, would have been voluntarily and rapidly re
duced, while both the number and capacity of larger ones 
would ha,ve been correspondingly inereasecl. This would have 
placed the whole industry much nearer a true central fadory 
system, a,nd on a far firmer footing in every other respect tha,n 
it now is. 

Let it be rema,rked in passing, that it has been the lack of 
knowledge which cane and coal weighing might have insured, 
which alone explains the past ruinously tardy and still very 
partial introduction of almost all those devices which have 
now become principally relied upon to sllst<.tin cane sugar pro
duction the whole worlel over; and it is the lack of this very 
knowledge which (It present is delaying a more.general sale 
aild purcha,se of. our sl113,11 mlClmediul11-sized CltnO el'Ops. We 
}mve in our ignorance resistetl. every inno~a,tion until forced to 
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it by necessity, instead of adopting it while it would have given 
us its largest returns upon cost. 

On the other hand it is known to have happened that cane 
produced at a loss has been made into sugar at a profit. '1'his 
seems especially to have occurred with the larger institutions 
which, to supply their extensive, complete and skillfully-oper
ated mills, have such large areas to tend as overtax the farm
ing capabilities of a single management; or, in some eases, be
cause relatively more attention being paid to the sugar-house, 
the field work is unduly neglected to become p81'hap~ both in
efficient and expensive. '1'0 determme whether in any partic
ular case this actually occurs, it is as necessary as in the last 
to weigh each particular crop. ' 

The experience and conclusions at others can never conclu
sively settle these matters for him who does not weigh his own 
crops, though he wait until doom's-day. Each must know con
cerning his own and for himself, if his agriculture is losing 
him money, must drain more thoroughly, must fertilize more 
rationally or more extensively, must increase his team so as to 
cultivate more rapidly and effectively, or else must reduce his / 
acreage aud go onto open market in quest of cheaper and bet-
ter canes than he can grow. 

It has long been known that whereas in manufacture large 
operations pay far better than small, in agriculture the smaller 
are always relatively more profita,ble than the large. It is the 
fact which if more fully demonstrated by more universal 
weighi.ng, would be seen to offer the real incentive to the cen
tral factory system, it being understood that any factory the 
average annual output of which is under one and a·half or two 
millions of pounds must soon be elassed as small even in 
Louisiana. 

'1'he Planter has alluded to this subject in fuller detail before. 
It should suffice here to rest with mention of these less broadly 
applicable incentives. It should be unnecessary agctin to point 
out the more general and more direct influence of weighing 
upon all branches of the business in its day to day conduct. 
That it nmy be made, as we have urged, "a check upon every
thing (l,nd everybody entering as factors into the production 
and the harvesting of the sugar crop," no one has yet had the 
temerity to deny. The Planter has said before and believes 
still that weighing hastens the dawn of each day's work; that 
it accelerates the movement of everything intelligent in the 
fields; that it screws down the mill and closes the gates to the 
scum ditch; that it brings careful watchfulness and prolonged 
endeavor along the entire line, and while encouraging it ren
ders good management 1110re possible. It believes weighing to 
be a constant spur to all who direct the work from proprietor 
down, and this from the breaking of ground until the last ship~ 
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ment of products. Besides the satisfaction it gives and the 
daily increase in the manufacturing capacity which it may 
usually be made to insure, by equalizing the work, the possi
bility that weighing may discover early in the day blunders 
which otherwise may run to the season's end should alone be 
incentive enough to insure its more general adoption. 

If there is any good reason whatever why cane should not be 
weighed, the Planter would like to learn of it. Will not those 
who are to work sugar-houses of their own, and who can give 
no such good reason, weigh, to a man, this approaching har
vest~ 

It is due to the overseer that he should know it, if he has 
been successful beyond his fellows. It is due the engineer and 
.the sugar-maker that the character of their work be judged by 
some standard more rational than the same profit and loss ac
count in which the overseer has had a hand. 'rhe future of 
these people depend in no small measure upon a knowledge of 
the results which their labor has produced, and already the 
best of them seek situations where the proprietor's scales and 
not his (perhaps bad) financiering passes judgment upon them. 
. Lastl.l/: It is due to themselves and to their creditors, where 
they have any, that owners should know, in some measure, the 
excellencies or inferiority of their lands, their machinery, their 
men and their methods. If they have unsuccessful overseers, 
scales will detect it at last; if wasteful or incompetent sugar
house people, a' mere mechanical control, based on the cane 
weights alone, will reveal it. It is as essential to success that 
good care be taken of their crops, juices and other products as 
of their bank balances; yet many, who are ever so thoughtful 
as to the dollars and cents of their business, continue carelessly 
indifferent to its acres, tons, gallons and pounds, though these 
are but different forms through which their money and credit 
are first transmuted.-Louis£ana Plante1'. 

---0---
DIFFUSION IN DEMERARA. 

BY H. VON ZIEGESAS. 
[From the Deutschc ZuTccrindustl'ie.] 

At the sugar factory Nonpareil, as almost exclusively in all 
colonies, agriculture stands in the closest connection with the 
factory, th.e cane being produced without cessation or resting. 
The cane is raised from cuttings; only fields that have been 
cropped for twelve to eighteen years are turned over and re
planted. The cutting of the cane is always merely proceeded 
with so far as to supply the needs of the factory. 'rhe cane 
must always be worked up fresh, since, by keeping it the sugar 
would be decomposed. 'rhe duration of the working time is 
regulated entirely by the cultivation~ and two or three cam-
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·paigns per year are the consequence. The first wotking period 
lasts from the beginning of September to that of .February. 'rhe 
second lasts only from three to four weeks in April or May, and 
the third as long in June .. 'rhe average crop of C~Lne per acre 
lS thirty to thirty-two tons. The ripe cane attains a length of 
fourteen feet with two to two and a-half inches dicLmeter. 'rhe 
rind, as well as the sacchariferous cells, have a 'voody struc
ture and such a high specific weight, that even the diffused 
chips do not float in water. 'rhe transportation of the cane to 
the factory is effected on eanals, which are filled with water 
when needed and upon which the cane i~ carried by boats to 
the sugar-house. Each boat holds a load of about two and 
three-fourths tons. 

'rhe composition of juice w.ill appear from the. annexed table. 
The figures have been determined 'at the excellently appointed 
laboratory of this factory. One hundred paxts of cane contain 
about eighty-eight parts of juice. The juice always couta,ins 
glucose. The co-efficient of glucose (in column five) means the 
proportion of glucose in 100 parts of dry substance. 

ANALYSES OF CANE JUICE. 
Brix. Sucrose. Co·efficient. Glucose. Co-emoiellt. Obscrv's. 
15.6 12.79 82.0 0.59 3.81 ~ 

H.5 11.44 78.9 1. 09 7. [) I ;:;. 
15.0 11.85 79.0 1.15 7.71 ~ ~ 
H.6 11.39 78.0 1.47 10.1 '<:: (3 
13.7 10.23 74.7 1.70 12.4 ~ 5 8 
14.3 11.19 78.3 1.39 9.7 I p, £5 
13.9 10.m 76.8 1.52 10.91 ~'::S 
13.5 B.!)2 73.5 1.79 13.3::s ~ 
13.2 &.56 72.4 1. 78 13.5? ~ 
13.7 10.38 75.8 1.80 13.1 ) 5' 
17.3 14.03 81.1 0.91 5.3) g ~ 

16.7 13.03 78.0 1.24 7.41:' ;:;. 
17.0 13.77 81.0 1.0'1 6.1::S (1) 

4 I....w::;' 17.9 ] .93 83.4 0.80 4.5 ( (1)- 0 

18.5 15.17 82.0 0.85 4.61 ~ s 
18.6 15.05 81.0 0.96 5.2 0 £5 
18.8 15.10 SO.!) 1.05 5.G) ~ g 

The extraction of the juice is effected by a battery consisting 
of fourteen vessels. holding 0,960 pounds each, first started in 
March, 1888. '1'he juice is heated up in calorisators, as in Ger
many, serving as overflows between every two diffusers. Hori:' 
zontal cane-cutters, with six hoppers, are used for slicing the 
cane. Before the introduction of diffusion, the factory worked 
only nine to ten hours daily, but at present the work is contin
ued without intelTuption in two watches of twelve hours. 
One hundrec1 diffusers are made each watch. 'ro obtain a, sat
isfactory extraction a temperature ot eighty deg. to ninety deg. 
C. is maint:1ined in the battery and about 475 gallons juice 
drawn per diffuser. 'rhe extracted chips thus worked contain 
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about one per cent sugar; to carry the extraction further is 
not rational. 1'he juice is drawn off by compressed air and the 
water is pressed from the chips by the mill formerly used for 
the extraction of the juice. The pressed chips contain still 
about fifty per cent water: they are passed by carriers to the 
boilers and used as fuel. The value of these pressed chips is 
about equal to an inferior class of coal. 

Diffusion has introduced itself satisfactorily here; the pro
cess insures enormous advantages, which I can best demon~ 
strate by a comparison of the results of both methods, the old 
and the new. 

It must be observed that the extraction, when working with 
. mills, varies between sixty-two and sixty-nine pel' cent from 
the weight ot the cane according to the use of single or double 
mills and the construction of the latter. The heating effect of 
the mill bagasse is, thanks to the enormous sugar contents
nearly t\;venty-four per cent-natura,lly very fine. 

The following figures represent the results of work with the 
mill during fourteen weeks, nine to ten hours daily; with difiu
sion the results were obtained during seven weeks of continu
ous working: 

WClrk with Work with 
the> mill. uiffJJ"ion. 

Total cane worked ..................................... 2G,4G8 tons. 13,276 
Juice in cane by weight .............................. 88.0 88.0 
Juice from 100 cane weight extracted ............ 67.0 81.52 
Proportion of juice in cane extractecl.. ........... 7G.14· 92.64 
Mas::5ecuite obtained in tons ......................... 3,566 1,874 
]00 part:; cane yielded per cent massecuite ..... 13,473 14,115 
100 part:; cane yielded per cent first sugar ...... 6,97\) 7,G22 
Perel~lltage of firsts on massecuite ................ 51.8 54.0 
Polarization of maflsecuite ........................... 74. 0 76.1 

" first sugar ....... ouo .......... ~ ...... 96.6 96.7 
Sugar in 100 parts cane juice ........................ 16, 178 14,4\)5 
Sugnt' in 100 parts cano ............................. 14.237 = 00.0 12.75.5= 1 00.0 
Masser.uite in 100 parts .............................. \).!)70=70.03 10.742=8'1.21 
Total loss on ]00 parts cane ......................... 4.267=29.97 2.013=15.7\) 
Ascertained loss ......................................... 3.3!J8=23.8G7 0.!)3!J=/.362 
Undetermined ......................................... 0.86\)= 6.10'1 1.074=8.428 
Sucrose in firsts 011 100 parts of cane ............. (.j.7,12=47.355 7.370=57.781 
Sucrose in sec(mds and 1I10Iasse8 ................... 3.228=22.6/·1 3.372=2G.43 

'fhe foregoing figures require no explanation. Whilst with 
the mill only sixty-seven parts of juice from 100 parts of calle 
were extracted, 81.52 pm-ts, 01' 21.67 pel' cent more were ob
tained by diffusion. Of 100 P:I,l·ts chemically pure sugar in the 
cane 47.i:l6 parts were obtained by the mill, against 57.78 parts, 
or twenty-two pel' cent more by diffusion. 

'1'he purification of the juices here is of t}18 most primitive 
l{ind. '1'he diffusion juice is heated in a forewarmer to 8lghty
five to ninety degrees C., afterwards taken to the defemltors, 
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where from 0.8 to 0.9 per cent of the weight of cane is added 
in the form of milk of lime. The sediment settles very slowly 
requiring a grea.t number of defecators. Here there are twenty
six of them, containing each 710 gallons; from this about 600 
gallons of a more or less clear juice are drawn and sent to the 
evaporators without further purification, while the remainder 
of the the juice is filtered through filter-presses. As can be 
seen from the analyses of the massecuite and the yield in tirst 
sugar, the effect of this defecation is inconsIderable. 

---0---
VANILLA. 

BY C. E. BAMFORD. 

It is so customary to associate vanilla with ice-cream, choco
late, confectionery or other a,rticles flavored with the extract, 
that it is almost forgotten to inquire into the growth and culti
vation of the vanilla bean. 

This bean is a native of the tropics, and is at home in the 
hot and moist climates of portions of Routh America, West 
Indies andlVIexico. rrhe shillY black seeds are found in strnight 
pods which are six or eight inches in length. 

Vnnilla raised from the seed requires about three years be
fore yielding abundantly. Slips trom the vines are said to 
grow faster, and layers are planted in trenches close to the foot 
of a tree-trunk, up which the climbing vine finds its wa,y by 
means of little roots thrust into the bark. 

1'he vine has a fleshy stem, yellowish-green flowers, and suc
culent green lenves. As one set of vines cease to yield, others 
come into bearing and take the place of the fttiling ones. In a 
favorable climate vines have been known to produce fruit for 
thirty or more years. rrhe layers are usually planted in the 
spring, and the pods are gathered in the fall. 

The plant is related to the orchid family. As it climbs it 
sends forth aerin.l roots, thus being supported mainly by the 
air. Occasionally some of these roots reach t.he ground and 
bury themselves in the soil. rl'he vines flower freely, 8ach one 
blossoming but i1 single c1n,y. One vine may produce thirty or 
1110re pods. The seeds inside the pod are imbedded in a pulp 
whICh is of agreeable odor and very aromatic. . 

The vine cloes not seem to absorb the juice of the tree it 
climbs, as a parasitic plant might do, but having aspira,tions 
upward it uses the t.ree for 1L ladder to ascend. Vanilla raising 
is very simple in the right climate, and the vines need but lit
tle cultivation. It is probably the most important commcl'eiaJ 
product of the orchid family. 

A wild species of vanilla is gathered from the forests of some 
tropical countries, and is thought to be of nearly equal va.lue 
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to that which is cultivated. The products of Vanilla planifolia 
and V. arom.atica ave usually considered the most -fragrant. 
The most valuable is called ley by the Spanish. 

That vanilla is largely imported may be seen from the Re
port of Agriculture for the year 1884, which states that 75,621 
l~ounds were imported for that year, having a value of over 
$357,tl21, Much of the commercial value doubtless depends 
upon the manner in which the pods are dried and prepared for 
market. 

When ready for gathering the pods are cut from the vines 
and spread on gratings in a well ventilated, dry room. After
ward they are sun dried fot' a month, and are occasionally 
given a sweating. They are· sprinkled, wrapped in blankets 
and placed in ovens for a time, then after various sweatings 
and sun baths, the vanilla pods are assorted and fastened in 
bundles of fifty each and placed in receptacles for the market. 
Sometimes the pods are covered over with a coat of oil, tied in 
bundles, surrounded with sheet lead, or enclosed in metallic 
boxes before being sent to market. . 
. If the pod remaillS"On the vine too long it becomes dark, and 
when dried it is said to be destitute of perfume. In some 
countries the pods when cut from the vines are dipped in hot 
water, then hung in the open ail' for several weel{s, and after
ward smeared with oil. Others place the pods in ashes. to par
tially cure them, when they are oiled and hung in the open air 
to dry further. 

One writer says: "To cure properly requires about ninety 
days, and the manipulation is almost infinit.e, each bean being 
handled critically from three hundred to five hundred times in 
the process by the Indians. The beans, as gathered, are dis
posed of in layers; first a layer of beans and then a blanket, 
and so on till a pile is formed, This is called the sweating 
process, a.nd during its continuance the piles a.re turned two or 
three times a day, until most of the water is sweated out. rrhis 
process is tollowed by drying in the sun." When finished it is 
said that the pods are the color of a very dark cigar. 

A recipe for preparing a fluid extract of vanilla is given as 
follows: "An ounce of vanilla, cut transversely into short 
pieces, is rubbed with two ounees of granular sugar to coarse 
powder, and then submitted to percolation with deodorized 
a.lcohol until a pint of tincture is obtained. This is evaporated 
with H, gentle heat to one-half; twelve fluid ounces of syrup 
are added, and the evaporation is continued until the liquid 
measures a pint, after which it is strained." 

East Oakland, California. 
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SOME TIllNG8 THAT EVJJ)RY FARMER OUGHT TO 
RNOW. 

Tp.e owner or manager of a farm who can turn his hand 
adroitly to different kinds of work, as opportunity calls for it, 
in the presence of his hired men, has a great advantage over 
the owner who may be a bungler in gauging a plow, turning a 
furrow, repairing a horse-rake, sowing grass-seed, laying drain 
tiles or running a reaper. Professor S. R. 'l'hompson, of New 
Wilmington, Pa., named in a public address the following 
among other" fundamental arts" which the farmer should un
derstand: (1) Adapting harness. to a horse; (2) hitching up a 
team; (3) driving a team: (4) holding a plow; (5) setting up 
and adjusting a mower; (6) grinding it mower knife; (7) plant
ing a tree; (8) grafting and budding; (9) judging the merits of 
horses, cows, sheep and other animals. The list may be readily 
doubled. 

Manual labor has been thought by some persons to be de
grading. A certain lady once remarked to the writer with ap
parent pride, when speaking of her son, who had charge of a 
high priced farm, "I want you to understand, sir, that James 
don't bave to work!" A few years later he failed in business 
by depending on others. On the other band, manual skill is 
sometilnes quite an accomplishment. Many years ago, on the 
occasion of a great public trial of a~ricultural implements near 
London, when the want of a skilled plowman embarrassed the 
trial, tbe former Duke of Richmond stepped forward, adjusted 
the implement and turned the furrow in a skilful manner. 
Sometimes readiness in hard labor is quite a convenience, and 
the owner who employs hired men will succeed better if he can 
show them personally how to do a piece of work than be com
pelled to call on one of them to teacb the owner how to do it. 

An amusing illustration occurred in the writer's early years 
when be bad charge of a nursery, and many days of work were 
required to dress a large plantation of trees with a hoe. Being 
called away from home a day he spent a little time by way of 
encouragement CLll10ng his men before leaving, and took the 
hoe in hand for a single I'OW. He took no apparent notice of 
their sly winks at one another, apparently ~aying, ., N ow let's 
give him a, sweat." But the owner had done much more of 
that kind ot work than his men, and it was no effort to keep 
even without noticing their movements. Pulling out his watch 
at the end of the row he remarked to them: "We haNe been 
just half an hour a row-that will give you sixteen rows apiece 
to-day, and we shall get ~tlOllg nicely with the work, reaching 
sixty-foul' rows to that.tree by the time I get back." rrhey sa,w 
how they were caught, but said nothing, and discovered that 
they would have to make brisk work to get the allotted task 
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completed, which they preferred to do/r~ther than to make a 
balk. 

The physical exercise in learning how to handle tools gives 
great advantage to student,:> who are closely enf3.:aged in mental 
studies. A distinguished gentleman of 80uth Caroliua. stated, 
half a century ago, that when closely engaged. when a young 
man, in his studies, he acquired more knowledge and in a bet
ter manner, when he gave ten hours to study and four to bodily 
labor each day than he had previously done with his entire 
fourteen hours in study. . 

The helplessness of the young ma.n who is afraid of work, or 
who affects to despise it, is not a desirable accomplishment. 
The one who knows thoroughly how to help himself, even if he 
happens to have no money in his pocket, is better off, feels 
richer and has happier days than the young nmn with $100,000 
coming to him, but who is compelled continually to call on a 
servant to supply common bodily wants. Many instances could 
be cited where young men have been spoiled by the prospect 
of a great fortune to them, and they either become drones in 
the community in after years or else speedily ran through with 
their means ~Lfter they obtained control.-Countnl Gentleman. 

---u---

THE AUSTRIAN SUGAR iNDUSTRY. 

Our readers are aware the beet sugar industry has attained 
great perfection in Austria, hence we trust that the following 
facts, gleaned in part from the Commercial Archives in Ger
mallY, etc., will prove of interest. Austro-Hungarian beet fac
tories are of several kinds, the difference in the working being 
due to their geographical location ; in some cases the produc
tion is only for domestic consumption, in others for export
ation to England, Holland, etc. A great number of the 
factories under consideration are stock companies, where the 
owners ot the stock do not. supp1y tht' beets. Some factories 
are worked by a system of sma,ll stockholders where no one 
owns more t.han two shares valued at $30 eaeh, and the capital 
is hundreds of thousands of dollars. In such cases there is 
great difficulty in bringing about harmony bet-ween the numer
ous stockholders; the illterestB of the fanner and manufacturer 
result in discord. 

On the other hand; in Germany, the stockholder and farmer 
being one and the same individual, soon appreciates that it is 
to his interest to cultivate rich beets. For complicated rea
sons, too long to discuss in this writing, the co-operative sys
tem has not met with the success in Austria as it has in Ger
many. Nevertheless those factories working on important 
estates have been very profitable to all interested. '1'he exist-
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ing system of taxation is said to beOtle of the very best in 
Europe and the prospects for a constantly increasing produc~ 
tion never looked more favorable than at present. 'rhe proof 
ot this assertion is the fact that many new factories are build~ 
ing in Hungary. The refining business, which has not had 
much encouragement hitherto, has now a. promising future; 
this will evidently resnlt in an importtmt export to the Orient. 

Respecting the system of taxation doing so much good, we 
would say that it is upon sugar only when it is consumed, with 
direct bounty for exportation. 

It is evident that the manufacturer can under these circum
stances dispose of a greater ca,pital and ameliorate the farming 
condition of the estate. The cost of manufacturing sugar in 
Austria-Hungary is very low, labor may be had in abundance 
and the wages are small. A curiom; fact is that notwithstand
ing the sllccess of the sugar industry in the country the value 
of lands is less than in France or Germany. In Bohemia an 
acre of ground suitable for beet cultivation is worth $250 and 
only $140 in H ungary. Vv~ omen and children work in the fields 
for eight to fourteen cents per day, while the hands at the fac
tory receive twenty-foUl' to thirty-two cents. 

On (1, model Bohemian farm the cost of working land culti
vated in beets was $38.10 per acre; this includes working of 
the soil, chemical fertilizer (salt-peter), beet-seed, thinning out, 
interest of capital, etc. 'rhe leaves and their value are not 
considered-the beets thus cost $3.20 pel' ton (including the in
terest on value of land.) 

'1'he cost of manufacturing sugar at these factories was $2.40 
per ton of roots worked, and in some special cases cases $1.80 
when 100 pounds sugar were extracted from 900 pounds of 
beets. '1'he cost per pound would be about two cents. Sugar 
for the home consumption is made in fifty-six factories, of 
which eleven are refineries; of the forty-five remaining, about 
one-half refine the sugar made in the factory and the other 
half refine- the sugar purchased from outside factoi·ies. 

Of late years the exportation of refined sugar from Austria 
has become very important. Hamburg, as a, shipping center, 
appears to offer many ad vantages. '1'rieste is also one of the 
important shipping ports. It must be said respecting the hLt
tel' that the French ha vo of late ye~LrS offered cOllsidera;ble com~ 
petition from Marseilles.-The Sugar Beet. 

---0---
THE annual production of maple sugar in the State of Ver

mont is between 10,000,000 and 12,000,000 pounds. A large 
part of the crop is sent to western buyers. The quality of 
sugar made has been impl:ovec1 from year to year by the 
evaporating process, \vhich method has been quite extensively 
adopted. Most of the product is ot superior quality, and com~ 
mands a, good price-12 to 15 cents per pound. 
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A OOFFEE PLANTER TELLS HOW THE BE'RRY IS 
PLANTED AND RAISED FOR MARKET, 

George Anderson, of Mysore, India., recently visited Detroit 
Mich., and was interviewed by a representative of the Free 
PI·Ni:,'. In the course of th9 interview he gave SOllle interesting 
information about coffee planting and raising. He said: 
"Coffee pla.nts, or trees, as they lllay very properly be termed, 
are planted five feet apart in each direction. Everything has 
to be done by hand. There is no snch thing as labor-saving 
machinery known in connection with the business. Its use 
would be impossihle. 'rhe tops of.the coffee shrubs ctre cut out 
to force them to shoot out horizontally instead of into the air. 
But the coffee hm;hes on the plantation are not the only ad
junct of the business which requires cultivation. Un account 
of the drought and the torricL suns, every inch of the plantation 
must be fully protected by shade trees. Where this is not done 
the fruit shrivels up and becomes worthless without ripening. 
Experience has taught us in India that the only really desir
able trees for shade purposes are the silver-leafed variety. 'rhe 
rays of the sun seem to penetra,te all others, and the labor of 
cultivating them is wasted. We generally shade onr coffee 
plantations with part or all ot the eighteen or twenty varieties 
of fig trees indigenous to the country. Where these trees are 
not properly located they must be planted and cultivated. No 
branches are allowed within twenty-five or thirty feet from 
the ground, and annual trimming and pruning of both the 
coffee trees and the big trees which shade them are absolutely 
necessary. You can doubtless form some idea of the immense 
amount of labor which this process entails. '1'he1"e is no more 
beautiful sight, however, than a properly cared for coffee plant
ation ~Lfter it has reached maturity. '1'he green bushes in reg
"alar rows below and the equally green trees towering above 
them with protecting arms forms a, very pretty picture. £n 
Ivra,y the coffee bushes are in full bloom, the white blossoms, 
something after the mignonette order, cau~ing the perspective 
to resemble a waving, palpitating field of virgin snow. The 
picking of the berries begins in N ovem bel' and continues until 
February. As 1 have said, all labor is done by lmud, and T reg
ularly employ about GOO coolies in managing my plantation. 
'rhe picking process is naturally a tedious one, but htbor is 
cheap in India. If sueh were not the case, coffee would be a 
luxllr'y which few would be able to afford." 
"Wh~1t cloes the coffee berry resemble" before it is pI uckec1 

from the hushes? " was asked. 
:Mr. Anderson smiled. 
"I fear you would have some difficulty in recognizing it at 

tha,t stage of the proceedings," he replied, " In . color it is a 
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brilliant red, looking very much like a large ripe cherry. The 
berries of which the beverage is made are, in reality the stone 
of the fruit. The pulpy substance by which they are sur
rounded is sweet in taste, but has never been utilized for any. 
purpose. At one time a sort of liquor was manufactured from 
it, but it failed to win its way into public tavor. After tasting 
it, you would not be surprised that such was the case. Two 
coffee berries are contained in each of these cherries or fruit 
bulbs. After being plucked from the bushes the fruit is placed 
in vats, and a process of fermentation takes place, which sep
arates the pulp from the berry. 'fhe latter is then subjected, 
to more mechanimtl devices, ,which remove the remaining film. 
When the procIuct reaches the coast a sort of scouring process 
is undergone, vvhich places it in condition for market-a con
dition with which you are feLmiliar. 

"vVhat is the average yield at a coffee bush Z " 
"One pound of the prepared berry is a very fair average per 

bush. The yield 1110re often falls under that figure than goes 
above it." 

---0---
IMPORTANCE OF THE DIFFUSION PROCESS. 

In a report to the Secretary ot Agriculture, Dr. H. W. Wiley, 
the Chemist of the Department, sketches the history ot the 
sugar laboratory in connection witly the diffusion experiment, 
and notes the importitnt influence of the expertments thus 
made upon the output of sugar in Louisiana. The year 1884 
marked the first really systematic work of the department in 
this work. Since that year the work has steadily enlarged and 
advanced, and this year the diffusion process will be used 
on four large plantations. 'fhe practical l'esult of the work 
first undertaken in Louisiana by the Depc1rtment of Agricul
ture is seen already in a more scientific agriculture, a better 
knowledge of the problem of sugar manufacture, a more scien
tific method in the sugar-house and the introcluetion of recent 
and improved machinery. Before the time first mentioned the' 
average yield of sugar per ton on the best plantations in the 
State was scarcely 145 pounds. It is now over 200 pounels. 
Pofessor ,Viley's report says; "Perhaps there has never been 
an instance in the history of the department where its efforts 
luwe been so promptly manifested ill such wonderful practical 
results. It is but just to the department in submitting the 

,clat<~ to call attention to the above f~lcts in the history of the 
sugar industry of Louisiana. The progressive element among 
the sugar planters, aided by the scientific work ot the sugar 
station at Kennel', has taken up the lino of work first pointed 
out by the Department ot Agriculture, and the result is rt new 
era of prosperity and a future of assured success for a great 
agricultural indnstry ."-Bradstreets. 




